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ABSTRACT

This work contains several theoretical and numerical studies on diffractive optics
with absorbing media and modeling of a x-ray optics setup. The first part of the
work is devoted to the theory and design of diffractive elements on the basis of scalar
diffraction theory. A general upper bound theorem is introduced. This theory is
incorporated into a diffractive element design method for lossy diffractive elements
based on the Iterative Fourier-Transform Algorithm (IFTA). The resulting method is
used to investigate and design diffractive elements made with absorbing media. In
the second part of the work the spatial coherence theory is introduced. From this
the elementary mode description for spatially partially coherent light is derived and
applied to x-ray sources. The modeling methods for field propagation are described
and used with the x-ray source description to determine the focal spot of a grazing
mirror beam-line setup.

Universal Decimal Classification: 53.084.85, 535.3, 535.4, 681.7.02
OCIS codes: 340.7440, 110.7440
Keywords: Optics; micro-optics; diffraction gratings; diffractive optics; X-ray imaging;
light propagation; modeling; wavefront propagation; x-ray optics simulation
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1 Introduction

In everyday life we see light all around us, coloring the surfaces we see. Some
surfaces such as the CD and DVD disks show colorful rainbow patters when illumi-
nated. These patterns occur because the CD and DVD contain a very regular grid of
dips and divots in their surface due to the way we store data on them. These regular
patterns of tiny structures are referred to as gratings and cause the different colors
to propagate in different and multiple directions. The optical principle responsible
for this is called diffraction and is used to design optical elements that do exactly
that: split the light into multiple light beams and/or send the different colors in
strongly different directions.

In certain cases it can become useful or necessary to take absorption into account
when designing these optical elements. For instance, when designing for very short
wavelengths such as Deep Ultra Violet light. In this region most materials and
media that are transparent to the light we see start absorbing the light instead.
Therefore the use of thin or reflecting elements such as (thin) gratings can become
advantageous to use over bulky lens elements. Another domain where absorption
can also come into play is when a set of microstructure’s of similar size to the
wavelength of light is used to create a grating. These domains are the main focus
when covering diffractive element design theory in this thesis.

When moving to even smaller wavelengths of light the photons will eventually be
referred to as X-rays. These highly energetic photons are among other things used
to image tiny structures such as the structure of molecules and atoms themselves.
The problem however is that these X-rays tend to fly straight through materials and
be absorbed only if the material is dense and thick enough. As such creating the
tiny focal spot that is needed with lens systems is out of the question. In practice
gratings are used but these tend to lose much of light as they split the light into
multiple directions while only the direction that goes to the focus is of interest.
Another way to focus the light is by using grazing mirrors. To reflect the majority of
the X-rays gold coated mirrors are orientated such that the X-ray graces the mirror
surface with angles on the order of fractions of a degree. These small grazing angles
cause the setup to become many meters long and such setups are typically referred
to as X-ray beam lines. As these setups are time-consuming and expensive to make,
accurate modeling of them is highly desired. This is the focus of the second part of
this thesis.

The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 introduces the mathematics be-
hind the concept of Signal Relevant Efficiency (SRE) along with its upper bound.
In chapter 3 the scalar theory of diffraction is introduced when considering lossy
media and the theory from chapter 2 is applied to a scalar diffraction element de-
sign algorithm, enabling higher quality design of beam-splitters and holographic
elements with lossy materials. Chapter 4 shows the results of this design algorithm
when considering lossy media or loss induced by micro-structures structured as
gratings and functioning as beam splitters. Chapter 5 introduces the spatial coher-
ence theory for X-ray sources while Chapter 6 explains which methods are used to
propagate wavefronts accurately and quickly. Chapter 7 details the grazing mirror
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X-ray beam-line setup to be simulated and shows the results when the description
and methods provided in Chapters 5 and 6 are used. Some conclusions are drawn
in Chapter 8. The more mathematically focused derivations have been placed in
appendices for ease of navigating this thesis.
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2 Signal Relevant Efficiency

The Signal Relevant Efficiency (SRE) describes how much of the energy that goes
into the system ends up in a specified output function. This way of representing
efficiency originates from [1] and will be used extensively when talking about the
design of diffractive optical elements.

In this chapter the mathematical concepts to describe and define the SRE are
introduced. First the definitions of fields along with the general description of the
optical system are given. In the sections that follows the concept of SRE is explained.
The chapter ends with deriving the upper bound of said SRE as this will be used
both conceptually and as a tool throughout the diffractive optics design part of the
thesis.

2.1 DEFINITIONS

The systems that are considered here are assumed to lie in the domain of scalar
optics where a single electric field E(r, t) component of light at position r = (ρ, z) =
(x, y, z) and time t is considered. At times it is more convenient to represent the
field in frequency domain where [2]

E(r, ω) =
1

2π

∞∫

−∞

E(r, t)exp(iωt)dt (2.1)

defines the field in frequency domain at frequency ω = 2πc/λ and inversely

E(r, t) =
∞∫

0

E(r, ω)exp(−iωt)dω (2.2)

expresses the temporal field.
The scalar field E(r, ω) is assumed to be of finite energy and therefore square

integrable, allowing it to be defined on a set of orthonormal basis functions and with
that defined in the Hilbert space. In this Hilbert space the inner product between
two fields at plane z can be expressed as

〈E1|E2〉 :=
∫

R2

E1(ρ, z, ω)E∗2 (ρ, z, ω)dρ, (2.3)

with R2 the area/plane where the field is considered and ∗ denoting conjugation.
The norm of the field is correlated to the amount of energy in it and is given by

||E|| =
√
〈E|E〉. (2.4)

In these equations the coordinates have been omitted for the sake of brevity and this
abbreviation will be used extensively in the upcoming chapters.
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2.2 SYSTEM REPRESENTATION

An optical system can, in a very broad sense, be divided into an input plane where
a field is defined, an optical system through which this field is propagated and an
output plane at the end of the optical system. The input and output planes are
connected by the propagation operator L that propagates the input field through
the system and computes the output field

Eout(ρ̃, ω) = L {Ein(ρ, ω)} . (2.5)

For the purpose of diffractive optics design the propagation operator L is assumed to
be linear meaning that the statements L {E1 + E2} = L {E1}+L {E2} and L {a · E} =
a · L {E} are true for any given fields E1, E2 and a scalar a. It is also assumed that
the operator L is invertible so that the input field is uniquely defined by the output
Ein = L−1 {Eout}. The form of the linear operator depends on the system and can be
for example a Fresnel propagation operator, Fourier transform, or Collins operator
describing a paraxial lens system [3].

A general illustration of such a system is shown in Figure 2.1. In this system the
location where the desired output of the field Edesired is defined is called the signal
window W.

𝐿

𝐿−1

Figure 2.1: A general optical system can be divided into an input plane, output
plane and optical system in between. The fields are assumed to be scalar and the
operator L that propagates the field through the system and computes the output
field is assumed to be linear and invertible. The area denoted by W in the output
plane is referred to as the signal window.

2.3 SIGNAL RELEVANT EFFICIENCY

When designing or testing an optical system the output field Eout that is produced
typically does not match what was desired Edesired. To quantify this mismatch the
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output field can be divided into three separate contributions. The first contribution
is the field outside the defined signal window and will be referred to as Efreedom for
in this region no constraints or expectations are placed on the field. Inside the signal
window area W the part of the field that matches the desired outcome falls under
Edesired while the rest is attributed to errors as Eerr.

This decomposition can always be done uniquely as the three subspaces the field
is divided into span the entire possibility space and lie orthogonal with respect to
each other, that is to say the inner product given by Eq. (2.3) between any two differ-
ent components is always zero. This is guaranteed by that inside the signal window
W the contribution Edesired is orthogonal to Eerr by definition. The contribution
Efreedom shares no spatial coordinate with the other two and is therefore orthogonal
to both.

The output can therefore be represented as a decomposition into these subspaces;

Eout = αEdesired + Eerror + Efreedom. (2.6)

Here α is the direct measure of the amount of desired field in the output, its value
is obtained by projecting Eout onto the subspace spanned by Edesired:

α =
〈Eout|Edesired〉
〈Edesired|Edesired〉

. (2.7)

Using the fact that projections are invariant under linear operations in Hilbert space
[4] the quantity α can also be computed by using the field at the input plane:

α =

〈
Ein|L−1 {Edesired}

〉

〈Edesired|Edesired〉
. (2.8)

From here the Signal Relevant Efficiency (SRE) can be defined as the proportion
of the incident field’s power that ends up in the desired output signal which is
mathematically expressed as

ηSRE =
||αEdesired||2
||Ein||2

. (2.9)

When Eq. (2.9) is combined with Eq. (2.7) the SRE can be written as

ηSRE =
| 〈Eout|Edesired〉 |2
||Ein||2||Edesired||2

. (2.10)

Hence the SRE is limited to any real value between zero and unity where unity can
only be reached if all the energy of the input field ends up in exactly the desired
field, i.e.

Eout

||Ein||2
=

Edesired

||Edesired||2
. (2.11)

This definition is not to be confused with the definition for the efficiency, for effi-
ciency itself is defined as the amount of energy that ends up in the target area over
the amount one started with:

η =
||αEdesired + Eerror||2

||Ein||2
=
||αEdesired||2 + ||Eerror||2

||Ein||2
. (2.12)
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The difference between SRE and the standard definition of efficiency shows in
two different ways. Firstly efficiency deals with signal intensities only (amplitudes)
whereas SRE uses the complex signal (amplitude and phase) for its computation.
Therefore an output with the desired amplitude but with a 90◦ phase difference with
respect to the desired field produces a zero SRE while its (normal) efficiency would
be unity. The second difference is that the SRE weights the output in accordance
to the complex desired output function whereas efficiency directly measures the
amount of energy in target region regardless of how much error occurs. By these
definitions SRE will always be lower then the total efficiency when any error is
present and can only equal efficiency if no error is present in either amplitude or
phase.

Ideally the system maximizes the amount of energy in the desired signal, but
the system is limited in how good it can do this. Calculating this upper bound for
the Signal Relevant Efficiency (SRE) will provide two things. Firstly it can provide a
measure of how good a design can be, making it useful as a crude benchmark tool.
More importantly it will give the projection method that will be used in the design
of thin diffractive element and a mathematical justification of when this projection
method should be used.

2.4 UPPER BOUND SRE FOR ELEMENT DESIGN

Suppose an optical system in which an element has to be designed or optimized.
This element is tasked to alter the field in the signal window W at the output plane
to be as close to Edesired as possible. In practice the element can only make a finite
set of changes to the incoming field for which all allowed changes to the field are
denoted as Ac. For example Ac can present a phase-change only as would be the
case for transmitting phase gratings and reflection gratings.

Suppose a known input field Ein is located directly before the to be designed
element, the element can alter the input field in accordance to some linear bijective
operator t where t ∈ Ac. Bijective refers to that each input coordinate only affects
a single output coordinate and vice versa, and the field directly after the element is
therefore given by a point-wise multiplication between the operator and the input
field: tEin. When this field is propagated through the system that is characterized
by a known linear operator L the output field is given by

Eout = L {tEin} . (2.13)

The goal is to find out how closely the output field will resemble both amplitude
and phase of Edesired given that the element can only alter the incoming field in
accordance to t ∈ Ac. If only the amplitude is defined, then the phase function
of Edesired that results in the upper bound should also be determined. For small
functions systematic search is used, for the design of complex DOE elements via
IFTA as described in section 3.3 this is an integral part of the design algorithm.

Using the criteria of Signal Relevant Efficiency (SRE) to determine this, the upper
bound for the SRE is given by

ηmax
SRE =

∣∣〈Eopt|Edesired
〉∣∣2

||Ein||2 ||Edesired||2
=

∣∣〈L
{

topt(Ein)
}
|Edesired

〉∣∣2

||Ein||2 ||Edesired||2
, (2.14)

where Eopt is the output field from optical element with linear operator topt that
would result in the highest possible SRE. A visualization of this output field and
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its computation (projection) is shown in Figure 2.2. The largest SRE comes from the

Figure 2.2: A cross section of Hilbert space that contains the fields at the output
plane represented as vectors. The blob visualizes all possible output fields under
element constrain Ac. The optimal field Eopt is the output that results in the largest
projection onto the desired field Edesired and would result in the highest SRE.

possible output that gives the largest projection onto Edesired which also holds under
the limit

lim
r→∞

rEdesired. (2.15)

To this purpose maximizing ηSRE is the same as minimizing 1− ηSRE as 0 ≤ ηSRE ≤
1. In other words, finding the projection that lies closest to the desired output by
extension lies closest under the limit of Eq. (2.15). In this limit the distance from the
projection to Edesired is the same as the distance from Eopt to Edesired allowing one to
ignore the projection operation altogether and use Eopt directly to find the field that
results in the SRE upper bound;

Eopt = argmin
Eout∈Ac

lim
r→∞
||Eout − rEdesired||2 . (2.16)

A visualization of this equivalence is shown in Figure 2.3. Now let topt ∈ Ac denotes

Figure 2.3: The projection of Eopt does not depend on the size of the norm of
Edesired and in the limit of Eq. (2.15) the distance between Eopt and Eq. (2.15) be-
comes the same as the distance between the projection and Eq. (2.15).

the function of the to be designed element that results into output Eopt. Then topt is
defined by

topt = argmax
t∈Ac

〈L {tEin} |Edesired〉
||Ein||2 ||Edesired||2

. (2.17)
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As mentioned this is completely equivalent to minimizing the distance

topt = argmin
t∈Ac

lim
r→∞
||L {tEin} − rEdesired||2 . (2.18)

The evaluation of this equation is problematic still as it requires looking through all
possible t ∈ Ac to ensure that the global minimum is found. By making use of the
fact that the smallest norm remains the smallest after applying a linear operator the
optimal element function can also be found by

topt = argmin
t∈Ac

lim
r→∞

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣t− r

L−1 {Edesired}
Ein

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.19)

or more briefly

topt = argmin
t∈Ac

lim
r→∞
||t− rtideal||2 , (2.20)

tideal =
L−1 {Edesired}

Ein
. (2.21)

The evaluation of this equation comes down to projecting onto the allowed values
Ac which can be done point-wise as the operator t is bijective. The SRE upper bound
is found by inserting the resulting topt into Eq. (2.14).

For the evaluation of the SRE upper bound it should be noted that an arbitrary
constant phase factor φc ∈ [0, 2π) can be assigned to the desired output field eiφc Eout
without changing the field in any physical way. The choice of this phase factor will
matter if neither the constraint Ac nor the to be projected transmission function
tideal creates a rotationally symmetric pattern in the complex plane. If neither are
symmetric one must evaluate the SRE for all φc so that the largest found SRE will
represent the SRE upper bound.
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3 Scalar Theory of Diffraction

In the scalar theory of diffraction of light the coupling between the electric and
magnetic field components is neglected so that each component of the vectorial field
can be dealt with independently. Using this assumption for diffractive structures
requires that the smallest features in the diffracting structure are large compared
to the incident wavelength and that the field of interest lies in the far field of the
diffractive structure [5].

Diffractive elements that typically satisfy these conditions range from beam split-
ters, beam homogenizers, holograms and diffractive lenses. To design such elements
various approaches have been developed. Some rely on rapid iteration, e.g. Iterative
Fourier Transform Algorithms (IFTA) such as the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [6],
the steepest decent methods [7,8] or methods based on evolutionary algorithms [9].
There are also approaches that compute the design in a single step [10, 11].

From these methods IFTA has become a standard tool in industry to design
diffractive optical elements [12]. This method assumes that the element lies in the
paraxial domain and can be modeled by a complex amplitude transmission function
that adheres to the thin-element approximation. It is this design method that is
modified and shown later on in this chapter.

In this thesis the design of efficient optics in the Deep Ultra Violet (DUV), Ex-
treme Ultra Violet (EUV) and X-ray regime are of interest. In these optical regions
thin or reflective optical elements can become a necessity as the typical dielectric
materials start to absorb light. In optical microlithography for instance, a (transmit-
ting) Diffractive Optical Element (DOE) can be used to homogenize excimer lasers.
Being thin makes the DOE greatly increases its survival when facing high incidence
power [13]. The element needs not to homogenize the instantaneous field that fluc-
tuates in both time and space but only time integrated beam intensity.

In this chapter the thin (diffractive) element approximation along with the effect
of absorption on transmission is described first. This is followed by an overview of
the design algorithm when it is combined with the SRE theorem to create an efficient
design algorithm for (thin) transmission gratings made of absorbing materials.

3.1 THIN ELEMENT APPROXIMATION AND ABSORPTION

The use of rigorous Maxwell solvers to describe a grating, e.g. Fourier Modal
Method (FMM) [14–17], finite difference [18], finite element [19], differential [20]
or integral methods [21] can be computationally expensive. The required effort can
become (prohibitively) expensive when a two dimensional grating with a grating
period much larger than the wavelength is considered. In the geometrical optics
limit these gratings can be approximately modeled with Thin Element Approxima-
tion (TEA). If this approximate description of the problem is sufficiently accurate,
one can use significantly speed up iterative based design methods.

The thin element approximation makes the assumption that no energy is laterally
displaced when the field is propagated through the element. Such an assumption re-
quires that the incoming field has at most small oblique incidence (θ . 20◦) and thin
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enough to have lateral propagation in the element to be negligible. It also requires
that the minimum feature size of the element is large with respect to wavelength
(& 10λ) and no non-linear effects occur in the element.

Under these conditions the lateral propagation in the element can be neglected
and a scalar description for the field can be used. With this the response of the
element can be modeled by a fixed bijective transmittance function t(x, y). Assum-
ing that the thin element does not affect the polarization of light, the scalar field
component Et after the element is given by

Et(x, y) = t(x, y)Ein(x, y), (3.1)

where Ein(x, y) denotes the field directly before the element. Taking that the thin
material is made of a homogenous lossy material with refractive index

n̂ = 1 + ∆n + iκ, (3.2)

and has a surface profile profile 0 ≤ h(x, y) ≤ H, then the refractive index profile of
the thin element can be written as

n̂(x, y, z) =
{

n̂ if 0 ≤ z ≤ h(x, y)
1 if h(x, y) < z ≤ H , (3.3)

with the refractive index of the environment, be it air or vacuum, approximated to
be one.

For such an element the transmittance operator becomes

t(x, y) = exp


i

2π

λ

H∫

0

n̂(x, y, z)dz


 (3.4)

which itself can be split into a phase and amplitude modulation part:

t(x, y) = |t(x, y)|exp[iφ(x, y)]. (3.5)

The phase modulation is given by:

φ(x, y) = (2π/λ)∆nh(x, y), (3.6)

and amplitude modulation by:

|t(x, y)| = exp[−(2π/λ)κh(x, y)]. (3.7)

Merging Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) gives the values to which the transmittance function is
limited to, denoted by Ac, and is written as

Ac(φ) = exp[−(κ/∆n)φ], with φ ≥ 0. (3.8)

Figure 3.1 illustrates this constraint for various values of κ/∆n on the complex
plane. If κ = 0 there is no absorption and therefore no amplitude modulation. In
this case the element only alters the phase of the incoming field and this constraint
is represented by the transmittance function only being allowed to choose the values
that lie on unit circle in Figure 3.1. If absorption is present, (κ > 0), Eq. (3.8) results
in an inward spiral on which any value of t(x, y) must lie for any given point (x, y).
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the possible values the transmission function can take
for elements with complex refractive index n = 1 + ∆n + iκ. The unit circle would
represent the phase-amplitude values if no absorption is present (κ = 0). The blue
lines depict for (a) κ/∆ n = 0.1 and (b) κ/∆n = 0.8 the possible transmission values
on the spirals.

3.2 DIFFRACTION GRATING

If the thin element is a regular periodic structure it is referred to as a diffraction
grating and can be represented by a Fourier series

t(x, y) =
∞

∑
(m,n)=−∞

Tout(m, n)exp [i2π(mx + ny)] dxdy, (3.9)

where

Tout(m, n) =
1x

0

t(x, y)exp [−i2π(mx + ny)] dxdy. (3.10)

For ease of notation the periods are normalized to unity (without loss of generality)
in both x and y direction. The Fourier transform itself is a linear operator and for
brevity denoted as T = F{t} and inversely t = F−1{T}.

The coefficients Tout(m, n) represent the complex amplitudes of the diffraction
orders (m, n) and the efficiencies of these orders are given by

η(m,n) =
|Tout(m, n)|2

||Ein||2
. (3.11)

A basic property of the Fourier transform to be used later on is that displacement of
the input by a given distance t(x− x′, y− y′) does not change the amplitude of the
diffraction orders, only introduce a linear phase shift: Tout(m, n)exp[i2π(mx′+ ny′)]
is introduced.

3.2.1 SNR

To quantify how well a grating or grating design performs two measures are intro-
duced, the gratings efficiency (η) and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).
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The gratings efficiency expresses how much of the incoming fields energy reaches
the target window, i.e.

η = ∑
(m,n)∈W

η(m,n), (3.12)

where η is bound to lie in 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.
On the other hand the Signal to Noise Ratio expresses the ratio between the

amount of desired field and deviation from this in the signal window. If the output
field is decomposed as in Eq. (2.6), then the SNR is given by

SNR =
||αTdesired||
||Terr||

, (3.13)

with Terr denoting the deviation from the desired amplitude distribution inside the
target window area:

Terr(m, n) = Tout(m, n)− αTdesired(m, n), with (m, n) ∈W. (3.14)

A good design attains a high efficiency with minimal noise. For the design process of
diffractive elements in the paraxial domain these two competing criteria are satisfied
by employing an Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm (IFTA).

3.3 ITERATIVE FOURIER TRANSFORM ALGORITHM (IFTA)

For a given output Tdesired the ideal grating’s transmittance function is a complex
function of the form

tideal(x, y) =
L−1 {Tdesired} (x, y)

Ein(x, y)
. (3.15)

Such a transmittance function is rarely realizable as it does not adhere to the material
and/or fabrication constraints Ac that are imposed. To this end an iterative method
is applied where in quick iterative succession the constraint Ac is applied to the
transmittance function and the desired output profile Tdesired. The way how these
constraints are applied can strongly affect the algorithm’s performance.

3.3.1 Projection onto Ac

The constraint Ac that must be applied iteratively can be enforced in different ways.
As argued it is expected that the best profile lies close to the profile that maximizes
SRE and as such the projection should be done such that it maximizes SRE.

If the constraint is of the form of Eq. (3.8) then the projection onto Ac that
maximizes the SRE is according to Eq. (2.21) to project the transmittance function
from infinity onto the constraint Ac along the shortest path possible. As shown in
Appendix A the most direct projection path results in

φproj =

{
θ − arctan(κ/∆n) if 0 ≤ θ − arctan(κ/∆n) ≤ θM
0 otherwise , (3.16)

where θ is the phase of the transmittance function before projection and the constant
θ M is determined numerically by solving

√
1 + (κ/∆n)2 cos [θM + arctan(κ/∆n)] exp (θMκ/∆n) = 1. (3.17)

Figure 3.2 shows that the direct projection method starts to deviate significantly
from radial projection if the material becomes lossy (κ/∆n > 0).
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Figure 3.2: Two constraints for Ac shown in the complex plane along with two
projection methods. a) Radial projection and direct projection are identical if no
absorption is present. b) Radial projection when κ/∆n = 0.2, c) direct projection
that maximizes SRE for κ/∆n = 0.2.

3.3.2 Applying output constraint

The iterative method for designing lossy elements is split up into two steps: the first
step maximizes the SRE while the second step improves the Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) of the design at the cost of efficiency. The assumption implicit here is that the
design with maximum SRE lies relatively close to the design that achieves both high
efficiency and good uniformity.

The concept of first maximizing the SRE has a historical precedent when using
transparent materials with Ac = {|t(x, y)| = 1, ∀(x, y)}. It was argued that first any
phase freedom should be used before sacrificing efficiency in favor of uniformity
[12]. The only difference between the two steps is how the constraint at the output
plane is applied. In the first step only the phase of the output is allowed to change
while in the second step diffraction orders outside the signal window are allowed
to appear in order to order to improve the Signal to Noise Ratio.

3.3.3 Step 1: SRE maximization

Every iterative method requires a starting point and here it is chosen to be

t0(x, y) = F
{
|Tdesired(m, n)|eiφr(m,n)

}
, (3.18)

where φr is a random phase distribution. The advantage of this starting point is that
the profile already achieves the desired distribution and the random phase allows
the algorithm to converge to different solutions (local minima) in the optimization
landscape. This allows one to run the algorithm multiple times to see if a better
design at different (local) minima can be found.

The next up is maximizing Signal Relevant Efficiency, which is done by first
applying the phase-amplitude constraint by projecting onto Ac using Eq. (3.16):

t′(x, y) = exp [iatan(κ/∆n)] exp
[
(i− κ/∆n)φproj(x, y)

]
. (3.19)

The extra phase factor of atan(κ/∆n) is applied in each iteration step to ensure that
when that iteration converges to the global phase that maximizes the SRE it stays
fixed at that global phase over the course of the iteration process. Hereafter the
propagation operator is applied to compute the output field Tout = F{Eint′}, this is
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in turn updated as

T′(m, n) =
{

Tdesired(m, n) exp (i arg{T(m, n)}) when (m, n) ∈W
0 otherwise , (3.20)

where arg{T(m, n)} are the phase values of T(m, n) at the previous iteration step.
Figure 3.3 visualizes a single iteration step early during SRE maximization. The
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F
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I
{t
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F−1
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c
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n

Figure 3.3: This figure displays the results during a single iteration of the SRE
optimization algorithm. a) The real and imaginary part of the profile that obeys the
constraint Ac , obtained by projecting the profile onto the constraints. b) The result-
ing diffraction orders amplitudes of the profile that obeys Ac. c) All amplitudes are
replaced with the desired amplitudes but phase is kept. d) The profile shown in the
complex plane would produce the desired diffraction orders with 100% efficiency.

iteration between these two constraints of Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (3.21) stops when the
transmission profile and its output no longer change or if more then a 100 iterations
have been performed.

3.3.4 Step 2: Signal to Noise Ratio maximization

The profile that maximizes the SRE upper bound is assumed to lie close to the best
design and is therefore used as a starting point for this section of optimization. If
the design only maximizes the SRE, it will typical have high efficiency but very
poor Signal to Noise ratio. In order to improve uniformity efficiency is sacrificed by
allowing some amplitudes outside of the signal window W to persist. To this end
the constraint at the output field is altered to allow this:

T′(m, n) =
{

A|Tdesired| exp (iarg{T(m, n)}) if (m, n) ∈W
T(m, n) otherwise , (3.21)
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Figure 3.4: Same as Figure 3.3 when using the algorithm to maximize the Signal to
Noise Ratio. a) The real and imaginary part of the profile that obeys the constraint
Ac , obtained by projecting the profile onto the constraints. b) The resulting diffrac-
tion orders amplitudes of the profile that obeys Ac. c) Constraint changed to replace
the amplitudes inside the signal window with the desired ones while keeping the
rest unchanged. d) The profile required to produce the updated output shown in c.

with the constant A given by

A =
〈|T|||Tdesired|〉
||Tdesired||2

. (3.22)

With replacing the constraint the iterative algorithm is run for another 100 iterations
or until the design and output no longer change. The second iteration cycle is
depicted in Figure 3.4.

The next chapter will compare the performance of the algorithm when maximiz-
ing SRE if projecting onto the constraint Ac versus keeping the same angle when
projecting on the constraints.
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4 DOE Design with SRE

In this section the results for the IFTA algorithm are discussed, section 4.1 goes into
detail about how the SRE-upper bound theorem directly gives the ideal design when
only a single or two diffraction orders are of interest. In section 4.2 the algorithm’s
performance is compared against a known non-trivial solution, giving an idea of its
effectiveness. The designs created by the algorithm are also compared to a more
direct implementation. The last section 4.3 explains the objective and design for a
V-groove grating, a broadband reflection grating.

4.1 1 & 2 DIFFRACTION ORDERS

The SRE upper bound theorem can be used to obtain the profile that exactly pro-
duces the desired output with the highest possible efficiency. This only works for
any design problems where the SRE upper bound matches the efficiency of the pro-
file itself. The SRE upper bound determines the maximum amount of energy that
ends up in the desired signal while efficiency tells us the amount of energy in the
target window. If these two are equal the desired signal is obtained without any
errors in the target window while the SRE upper bound tells us the design can not
get any better. For (paraxial) grating design this condition can be met for gratings
where a single order or two diffraction orders are of interest.

4.1.1 One diffraction order

For an output field consisting of a single diffraction order the condition stated above
is met automatically, as the Signal to Noise Ratio has no meaning for a single point,
so the desired signal is always obtained without error. Hence SRE will equal effi-
ciency. Now let us assume a plane wave input field and have the desired output
field consisting of a single diffraction order located at (m̄, n̄):

Tdesired = δm−m̄,n−n̄, (4.1)

where δ is used to indicate the Kronecker delta symbol. To compute the SRE upper
bound of this function it needs to be projected onto the constraints. The linear
operator needed to go from the plane after the grating to the output plane is a
Fourier transform F. Therefore the ideal transmission function is given by

tideal = F−1 {δm−m̄,n−n̄}
= exp[−2πi(m̄x + n̄y)]. (4.2)

From here the profile that yields the SRE upper bound is defined by Eq. (2.21) as

topt = argmin
t∈Ac

lim
r→∞

∣∣∣
∣∣∣t− re−2π(m̄x+n̄y)

∣∣∣
∣∣∣
2

, (4.3)

where the constraints Ac has yet to be defined. Let us suppose the transmission
function is limited to Ac = exp[−(κ/∆n)φ], φ ∈ [0, 2π) with κ/∆n = 0.2.
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The first step is to note that the choice of global phase will not affect the projec-
tion as t ideal is rotationally symmetric on C and for this reason will not influence
the result of the projection of t ideal onto Ac. As derived in Appendix A, the phase
value where these projected points end up is given by

φproj =

{
θ − arctan(κ/∆n) if 0 ≤ θ − arctan(κ/∆n) ≤ θ M,
0 otherwise, (4.4)

where the constrain θM is determined numerically by solving
√

1 + (κ/∆n)2 cos [θM + arctan(κ/∆n)] exp (θMκ/∆n) = 1. (4.5)

Figure 4.1 shows how the projection is done point by point for projecting tideal(x, y)
on Ac. Suppose the transmittance values tideal = {1, i,−1,−i} needs to be projected
upon Ac, the projection takes the shortest path from lim

r→∞
r{1, i,−1,−i} to Ac as illus-

trated in Figure 4.1(a). The projections to the other points are illustrated in Figure
4.1(b) with the resulting phase profile shown in Figure 4.1(c).
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Figure 4.1: Projection onto Ac when κ/∆n = 0.2 where a) projecting the four
values lim

r→∞
r{1, i,−1,−i} onto Ac. b) Projection to all values and c) the resulting

phase profile.

Note that in Figure 4.1(b) the two lines that run along the side of the ’gap’ are
mostly parallel as they originate from adjacent points at infinity but have different
values of Ac that lie closest to them.

When the constraints are changed to be phase only Ac = exp(iφ) with φ ∈
[0, 2π), quantized phase with Ac = [1, i,−1,−i], or an amplitude only grating Ac =
[0, . . . , 1] then the projection and resulting profile can be seen in Figure 4.2. From
Figure 4.2(c) in specific one can easily answer the following question. Why is that
from all possible gray scale gratings the highest efficiency grating has a binary-
amplitude profile with a 50% duty cycle? The projection in this figure shows that
picking any other value on the transmittance function lies further away from the
to be projected values at infinity and thus would result in a smaller projection and
hence a lower SRE.

Figure 4.2(b) shows the ideal grating when the phase levels are quantized. The
expected efficiency of the resulting diffractive element can be approximated as [22]

ηquant ≈ sinc(1/Z)2 × η, (4.6)

where η is the efficiency of the grating before quantization. If this expected efficiency
is compared to the efficiency of gratings obtained by SRE upper bound theory for
blazed gratings with η = 1, then they are identical as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Projection onto different Ac and their resulting profiles that maximizes
a single diffraction order. Top row shows the projection and bottom row the result-
ing phase or amplitude profiles.
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Figure 4.3: a) The phase-only grating efficiency for various quantized phase lev-
els. The dots denote the resulting efficiency of the SRE theory and the line is the
efficiency given by Eq. (4.6). b) The transmittance profile obtained via SRE theory
compared with the efficiency of a blazed-phase and binary amplitude transmittance
for various levels of absorption.

On the right side of this figure the single diffraction order efficiency for a blazed
and binary grating are compared to the efficiency of the profile obtained by SRE
theory for various levels of absorption. The efficiency of the blazed grating becomes
inferior to the efficiency of 10.13% of the binary-amplitude grating with a fill-factor
of 50% when κ/∆n > 0.48. The graph also gives a rough indication of when ab-
sorption should be taken into account in grating design. At κ/∆n > 3.6 · 10−3 the
difference between a phase only design and the optimal design is more than 0.1%
and grows to over 1% at κ/∆n > 1.7 · 10−2.
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4.1.2 Two diffraction orders

For a signal consisting of two diffraction orders the desired output field is given by

Tdesired = a1δm−m̄1,n−n̄1 + a2δm−m̄2,n−n̄2 , (4.7)

with |a1|2 + |a2|2 = 1. The values (m̄1, n̄1) and (m̄2, n̄2) denote the different locations
of the diffraction orders while a1 = |a1|eiφ1 and a2 = |a2|eiφ2 are complex valued
constants.

For the design of the grating only the amplitudes of a1 and a2 are of interest,
meaning that the phase should be chosen such that the efficiency is maximized. In
actuality the choice of both phase factors are irrelevant in the same way it was for
the single diffraction order design. When the phase of a1 is shifted with respect to
a2 it will only result in a lateral displacement of the grating. Therefore freedom in
lateral displacement and global phase imply that the design for a specific phase of
φ1 and φ2 is the same as all others choices of phase for given amplitudes |a1| and
|a2|.

If for simplicity it is assumed that the input field is normalized as ||Ein||2 = 1,
then it follows from Eq. (3.15) that the ideal transmission function becomes

tideal = eiφ1
(
|a1|e−2πi(m̄1x+n̄1y) + |a2|e−2πi(m̄2x+n̄2y+∆φ)

)
, (4.8)

with ∆φ = φ2 − φ1 chosen to be zero.
Unlike the single diffraction order signal, the two diffraction order signal has a

defined SNR. Therefore it is no longer guaranteed that the profile that gives the SRE
upper bound has no error, i.e. that it would guarantee the best possible design. In
situations where the problem is totally symmetric, i.e. (m̄1, n̄1) = (−m̄2,−n̄2) with
|a1|/|a2| = 1, such an error does not occur. Symmetry implies that the output is of
the form Tout(m, n) = Tout(−m,−n). As a consequence, the transmission function
is also invariant under 180 degree rotation t(x, y) = t(−x,−y) because the Fourier
transform maintains this relation. If tideal is symmetric, then its projection onto the
symmetric constraints topt must be symmetric as well as the projection only alters
the phase values and not their location on t(x, y). If this topt is symmetric, then
|a1|/|a2| = 1 and no error is present. For an output of the form of Eq. (4.7) the SRE
upper bound is found by the profile

topt = argmin
t∈Ac

lim
r→∞

∣∣∣
∣∣∣t− reiφc cos(2π(m̄1x + n̄1y))

∣∣∣
∣∣∣
2

, (4.9)

where the constraint Ac is for consistency taken to be Ac = exp[−κ/∆nφ], φ ∈
[0, 2π).

Although tideal is invariant under a 180 degree rotation, it is not circularly sym-
metric, and thus global phase has to be taken into account when searching for the
SRE upper bound. Projecting t ideal onto Ac using Eq. (4.4) for various global phase
values produces Figure 4.4(a) where the SRE is shown as a function of global phase.
In here the SRE and efficiency are equal for all global phases meaning that all the
profiles create the diffraction orders with the desired ratio, be it with a different
efficiency. The highest SRE represents the SRE upper bound which in this case
occurs at φc = 0 or φc = π. The resulting grating has an efficiency (SRE upper
bound) of SREUB = 0.487 and is shown in Figure 4.4(c) for (m̄1, n̄1) = (−3,−1) and
κ/∆n = 0.2. As visualized in the projection only two angles that lie 180◦ apart will
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determine the profile, each angle contains half the points regardless of the constraint
or the locations of the two mirrored diffraction orders. The resulting optimum pro-
file will therefore always be binary with a 50% duty cycle where the two phase levels
are determined by the (SRE-upper bound) projection.
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Figure 4.4: a) SRE for a two point signal with |a1| = |a2| located at (m̄1, n̄1) =
(−3,−1) and (m̄2, n̄2) = (3, 1) for κ/∆n = 0.2 as a function of global phase factor φc
(b) The projection of the SRE maximizing profile onto Ac. (c) The profile that results
in the maximum SRE.
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Figure 4.5: The horizontal axis indicates the ratio of the diffraction orders located
at (m̄1, n̄1) = −(m̄2, n̄2), the vertical axis denotes efficiency for the absorption con-
straint κ/∆n = 0.2. The red line shows the SRE upper bound as a function of the
desired amplitude ratio while the green line denotes the efficiency of the profile that
maximizes SRE re-scaled as a function of its amplitude ratio.

When the two desired diffraction orders are no longer equal or mirrored, the
SRE upper bound no longer provides the desired profile without error as shown in
Figure 4.5. In this figure the SRE upper bound shown in red is plotted as a function
of the desired diffraction amplitude ratio while the efficiency shown in green is
plotted as a function of the obtained profiles amplitude ratio, i.e. the obtained
profile has a different amplitude ratio than desired. Note that the green line stops
at ηtot = 0.469 at position η(m̄1,n̄1)

/η(m̄2,n̄2)
= |a1|2/|a2|2 = 0.444/0.025 where the

obtained design results in exactly the same result/profile as when optimizing for a
single diffraction order design located at ηm̄1,n̄1 . This confides that no design exists
that can have more energy located at ηm̄1,n̄1 as this is the SRE upper bound. Hence
when looking at both diffraction orders there exists no profile that results in a higher
efficiency for that amplitude ratio as that would entail the existence of a profile with
more energy in ηm̄1,n̄1 . Thus despite that the SRE upper bound and the found profile
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efficiency do not match one can say that the found profile is the best possible profile
in this specific case.

Tout ∈ Ac

Tdesired,1

Tdesired,2

SR
E U

B

Figure 4.6: A visualization in a cross-section of Hilbert space showing how the
upper bound for one design (Tdesired,1) can yield the highest efficiency design with-
out error for another output (T desired,2). The accolade shows the SRE upper bound
while the smaller black arrow indicates the highest efficiency possible when one
does not accept any errors in the signal window W.

From the SRE upper bound point of view any profile resulting in the SRE upper
bound for some output lies on the boundary of possible outcomes. To clarify this
statement the possible outputs and a couple of desired outputs are depicted in a
cross-section of Hilbert space in Figure 4.6. In this figure the red and green arrow
indicate the designs that result in the SRE upper bound for the desired outputs
Tdesired,1 and Tdesired,2 respectively. The lengths of the drawn arrows denote the
amount of light that reaches the target window for that output and if an arrow
does not point exactly towards Tdesired then that output contains some errors in the
target window. The red arrow therefore visualizes that no other design are possible
under the constraints Ac that would result in a higher efficiency while not having
any errors in the signal window when designing for Tdesired,2. The accolade in this
figure indicates the maximum length any projection for T desire,1 can reach and the
indicated length therefore represents the SRE upper bound.

From this analysis it is concluded that the found designs whose efficiencies are
displayed in Figure 4.5 (in green) are the best possible designs for the found ampli-
tude ratio if no error is allowed to exist in the signal window.

By extension this conclusion can be applied to any design regardless of sym-
metry or constraint Ac. For example if one would for instance want a solution for
the non-symmetric problem where η(m1,n1)

/η(m2,n2)
= 3 with the diffraction orders

located at (m1, n1) = (1, 2) and (m2, n2) = (0,−3) for κ/∆n = 0.2, then this method
results in the phase-profile shown in Figure 4.7.

4.2 IFTA PERFORMANCE

To evaluate the performance of a design algorithm one could test its results against
known design solutions for non-trivial cases. Such a nontrivial case occurs for a
diffractive element that must result in three equal diffraction orders where |T(−1,0)| =
|T(0,0)| = |T(1,0)|, i.e. a triplicator design. Using the SRE upper bound to derive the
optimal profile with three equal diffraction orders is difficult as now error can in
principle occur in any of the three diffraction orders. Furthermore phase must be
accounted for as it is included in the SRE definition: as only two phase values can
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Figure 4.7: a) The phase profile of diffraction order profile for κ/∆n = 0.2 which
the diffraction order output shown in b) located at (m1, n1) = (1, 2) and (m2, n2) =
(0,−3) are to be maximized with η(m1,n1)/η(m2,n2) = 3. The resulting efficiencies of
the diffraction orders are η(1,2) ≈ 0.283 and η(0,−3) ≈ 0.094.

be fixed by the global phase and spatial displacement redundancies, the choice for
the third phase value will affect the SRE upper bound. For this reason the IFTA
algorithm is employed to get around these problems.

4.2.1 Analytical design of a triplicator

The optimum transmittance function of a triplicator grating has been derived an-
alytically for the purely dielectric case [23]. This derivation can be extended to
include phase-dependent absorption as shown in Appendix B, giving a baseline to
compare the performance of the IFTA algorithm against. As shown in the appendix
the extended solution takes the form

φ(x) =
{

0 if |x| < R
ϕ(x) + φe if R ≤ |x| < 1/2, (4.10)

where φc is the minimum of ϕ(x), x ∈ [R, 1/2) and ϕ(x) is the optimum solution of
the equation

(1− α)[cosh(αϕ)− a cos(2πx) sinh(αϕ)] sin ϕ
= (1 + α)[sinh(αϕ)− a cos(2πx) cosh(αϕ)] cos ϕ. (4.11)

The constant a is chosen such that |T(−1,0)| = |T(0,0)| = |T(1,0)| and the region in
which the phase is zero, R ∈ [0, 1/4], is chosen such that the efficiency is maximal.

It should be noted that this derived profile is only valid when κ/∆n . 0.43 for
the derivation requires that 0 ≤ φ ≤ π, which is violated for κ/∆n > 0.43. A
number of these optimal solutions to the triplicator design problem are depicted in
Fig. 4.10(a) for various levels of absorption.

4.2.2 IFTA triplicator

Two different projection schemes are compared against the ideal triplication profile
described by Eq. (4.10). The projection along radial lines is shown in Figure 4.8(a)
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and referred to as radial projection. Whereas the direct projection method maxi-
mizes the SRE and is illustrated in Figure 4.8(b). It should be noted that when no
absorption is present both methods are exactly the same as the most direct path is
along the radial lines.
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Figure 4.8: The phase dependent absorption constraint Ac shown for κ/∆n = 0.2
in the complex plane along with two projection methods. a) Radial projection, b)
Direct projection.

The profiles that result from these two projection methods in the IFTA design
process are compared to the found ideal result from Eq. (4.10) in Fig. 4.9. The data
points represent the efficiencies of a triplicator design obtained from a single run,
each time using a different random initial phase distribution as a starting point.
The designs that did not result in three equal diffraction orders, i.e. an amplitude
error of more then 10−5% of the energy in the target window, were omitted from
the graph in order to avoid making a poor comparison.
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Figure 4.9: Comparing design efficiency between theoretical ideal profiles (shown
in black), IFTA with direct projection (blue) and radial projection (red) for various
levels of absorption. The SRE upper bound for various levels of absorption is also
shown (green).

Figure 4.9 shows that the radial projection method leads to a large variation in
performance and often does not come close to the theoretical ideal profile. As a
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result the radial projection method would require a large number of runs in order
to have a good chance, while not being guaranteed, to come close to the ideal re-
sult. Using the direct projection method of Eq. (3.16) yields a much better result
on average, although it also gets stuck in local minima on occasion, resulting in a
sub-optimal design.

As Figure 4.10(b) illustrates, the best performing profiles obtained with the IFTA
algorithm for higher levels of absorption indeed violate the condition 0 ≤ φ ≤ π.
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Figure 4.10: a) Theoretical ideal profiles given by Eq. (4.10) for various level of
absorption. b) The (best performing) phase profiles found by IFTA for higher values
of phase-dependent absorption.

4.2.3 On and off-axis design

In this section the performance of the IFTA algorithm for radial and direct projection
are compared when designing either on or off-axis signals in general. An on-axis
signal is defined to have the zeroth diffraction order be part of the desired signal,
thus having it lie inside the signal window W. In the off-axis case the zeroth order
lies outside of W.

On-axis design

For on-axis design the zeroth diffraction order will become an increasingly larger
impediment when designing for greater values of κ/∆n. The strength of the ze-
roth diffraction order is determined by the averaged transmission function: |T0|2 =
|s t(x, y)dxdy|2 and can be roughly estimated by using a transmittance function
that uses all phase values equally, such as the linear phase function φ(x) = 2πx, x ∈
[0, 1):

|T0|2 =
[1− exp(−2πκ/∆n)]2

4π2(1 + κ2/∆n2)
. (4.12)

Let f denote the amount of energy transmitted for such a transmittance function.
For uniform use of phase values it is given by

f =
x
|t(x, y)|2dxdy =

1− exp(−4πκ/∆n)
4πκ/∆n

, (4.13)

so that when one considers an array illuminator consisting of N equal efficiency
diffraction orders each can maximally attain an amplitude of f /N. Looking back at
Eq. (4.12) this means that the zeroth order is expected to affect the design when the
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Figure 4.11: Any on-axis design with more than the indicated N diffraction orders
expected to be (strongly) influenced by the zeroth order.

expected zeroth diffraction order amplitude is larger then the expected maximum
attainable average diffraction order efficiency: |T0|2 > f /N. The relation f /|T0|2
is shown in Figure 4.11 as function of absorption and the desired number of equal
diffraction orders. Any design that lies (far) above the shown curve is expected
to (greatly) reduce the efficiency as the zeroth order will need to be actively sup-
pressed. It should be noted that this is only a rough estimate as it was assumed that
all phase values are used in equal amounts.
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Figure 4.12: a) An example of a 4×4 fanout grating’s phase profile by use of the
IFTA algorithm with direct projection for κ/∆n = 0.2. b) The resulting diffraction
pattern.

To see how absorption affects the design consider an on-axis fanout grating de-
sign with 4×4 equal diffraction orders for κ/∆n = 0.2. In the design the even num-
bered (m, n) diffraction orders and the zeroth order within the signal window are to
be suppressed as illustrated in Figure 4.12(b). A single period of the corresponding
phase profile is illustrated in Figure 4.12(a). It shows large areas where φ = 0 and
the profile lacks phase values 1.56π . φ < 2π, which is directly caused by using the
SRE projection operator. The pixelation of the phase profile illustration is caused by
the limited resolution of 128× 128 discrete points used for the computation of this
profile.

The probability distribution of the phase illustrated in Figure 4.13 shows the
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Figure 4.13: The probability distribution function of phase values of the design for
a 4×4 on-axis fanout design at κ/∆n = 0.2. The y-axis has been clipped for clarity
as the number of points with φ(x, y) = 0 is ∼ 20%.

average phase distribution of a 1000 high efficiency designs. The zeroth order am-
plitude is most efficiently controlled by offsetting phase values around φ = 0 with
those around φ = π resulting in an almost binary design.

4.3 V-SHAPED GRATINGS

This section will focus on 1-D gratings consisting of a V-shaped groove or ridge
micro structures. These structures are already common place in regular gratings
and can be found in spectroscopy [24], reflection suppression [25] and beam splitting
applications [26, 27]. The advantage of V-shaped microstructures is that they can be
accurately fabricated with silicon wet etching fabrication technology and can easily
be replicated [28]. Such precision is useful when either the location or shape of the
structure is modulated to encode a phase profile [29, 31, 32]. This encoding allows
lens-like and diffractive elements to be encoded [12].

When the grating period is of the same order of magnitude as the wavelengths
a rigorous electromagnetic grating theory would be required for computing the
efficiencies of the diffraction orders [33]. Despite this the to be encoded grating
function itself can still be represented by a linear bijective operator so that IFTA can
be used for its design. This does require a translation map between the designed
coding scheme and microstructure profile.

The coding scheme comes in an on and off-axis variant. The on-axis scheme
is shown in section 4.3.1 and encodes the profile into the zeroth order of (a given)
sub-wavelength carrier grating [32]. The fill factor of this grating is modified by
changing the microstructure size in each period (smoothly) so that the effective
refractive index is (locally) modulated. In this manner the grating profile can be
encoded if the relationship between the fill-factor and effective refractive index is
known.

For the off-axis variant shown in section 4.3.2 the phase of the field is modu-
lated by varying the position of the V-shaped structure [29]. This scheme splits the
first diffraction order of the carrier grating as described by the encoded (periodic)
modulation of groove location.
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4.3.1 V-groove modulation

V-groove modulation is based on modulating the fill factor analogously to what has
been done with binary sub wavelength periodic gratings in the past [30]. As grooves
are used the structure is y-invariant so that only 1-D designs are considered.

A side view of the V-groove structure and the fill factor modulation concept are
illustrated in Figure 4.14. In this figure d denotes carrier grating period, i.e. the
size of a single microstructure, while the super-period D encompasses one period
of the entire encoded profile. The width of the V-grooves w is altered while the
apex half angle α remains fixed. The grating structure that is considered and an
FMM analysis of the microstructure are provided by [34]. The V-grooves with half
angle α = 35.26◦ determined by the wet-etching characteristics of 〈100〉 Si wafer,
allow easy fabrication. The grooves are carved into Cyclo Olefin Copolymer (COC),
a material with refractive index n = 1.52. For this purpose the carrier grating with
period d ≤ λ has its groove width altered as function of position as illustrated in
Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Using various sizes of V-grooves to encode a grating profile.
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Figure 4.15: a) The relation between the induces phase shift of the transmitted
light and the width V-groove grating structure. The for normal incident light of
wavelength λ = 457 nm. In b) the phase-amplitude relation is shown on the complex
plane. This data was obtained via the FMM method and provided by Gaurav Bose.

From FMM analysis the transmission of a single grating period with groove
width w and fixed period d = λ was obtained and is illustrated in Figure 4.15.
The figure shows the relation between the induced phase delay and groove width
for both TE and TM polarized light with a wavelength of λ = 457 nm. Figure
4.15(b) shows the amplitude-phase relation on the complex plane. The efficiency
for TM polarized light suffers significantly when the groove width approaches the
wavelength of the light while the phase remains more or less the same. The induced
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phase shift is however limited to 0 ≤ φ . 1.65π and would be shrunk further to
0 ≤ φ . 1.5π in order to satisfy the d− w & 50 nm fabrication constraint.

The difference in TE and TM response would require one to choose to design for
either TE, TM, or a compromise between the two as projection onto the constraint
Ac or its resulting output would differ. In this case the projection onto Ac is very
similar for both TE and TM states of polarization so that the SRE is maximized for
both in the target area W. But as the amplitudes differ the resulting (diffraction
order) output will not match in uniformity when either designing for TE or TM
only. This means that in IFTA one can not make the tradeoff of sacrificing some
efficiency to improve uniformity for both TE and TM.
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Figure 4.16: a) Projection onto Ac for TM polarized light. b) Phase profile from
projection, the slight curve in the ramp is due to varying amplitudes of Ac. c) The
diffraction order efficiencies for phase profiles for TE and TM polarized light (under
paraxial-thin element approximation).

As a proof of principle Figure 4.16 shows the single diffraction order design for
TM polarized light. The resulting profile lies very close to the ideal profile for TE
polarized light as the projection operator ends up with basically the same phase
profile. It should be noted that the diffraction profile was obtained from IFTA-
consideration and was not rigourously modeled with FMM. Furthermore in practice
the number of V-grooves used to encode the grating profile is limited which would
make the profile itself discrete instead of continuous. These differences will be
shown in the next section on V-ridge gratings.
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Figure 4.17: a) Phase (blue) and amplitude (red) profile when designing a tripli-
cator, caring for TM polarization only. The solid line shows the TM response and
dashed the TE response. b) The resulting diffraction order profiles for TE and TM
polarized light. A mismatch occurs due to differences in amplitude response.

The V-grooves can also be used in reflection mode by applying an aluminium
coating for instance. This configuration results in TE polarized light only weakly in-
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Figure 4.18: Lohmann’s detour-phase principle shown for a V-ridge grating. The
carrier grating maximizes the m = −1 diffraction order and the grating modulation
splits it up into the encoded diffraction order profile.

teracting with the V-groove structures as light in this polarization state has trouble
penetrating and this results in a minimal phase delay. At the same time TM polar-
ized light excites a plasmon resonance that eat up the efficiency along a broad range
of V-groove width’s [34]. As will be shown in next chapter the V-ridge gratings do
not suffer from these problems.

4.3.2 Detour-phase principle with V-ridge grating

Figure 4.18 illustrates a periodic V-ridge carrier grating that has the positions of the
V-ridge’s modulated to encode a desired grating profile. The carrier grating has a
period d, is made of bulk aluminium with refractive index n = 0.6402 + i5.5505 and
has a V-ridge with a base width of w and half-apex angle α = 35.26◦. Hence adjacent
ridges are separated by flat sections of width d-w. The shape and size of the V-ridges
is fixed while the positions of the structures are displaced with respect to their
periodic position by ∆d. This displacement does not affect the phase of the zeroth
reflected diffraction order of the grating but will disturb the other diffraction orders
such as the m = −1 diffraction order of the carrier grating. The advantage of this
encoding method is that the properties of the encoded grating, such as acceptance
angle and wavelength response, is in a large part determined by the carrier grating
properties.

Carrier grating

Under the assumption of a TM polarized monochromatic plane wave illumination,
the reflected m = −1 diffraction order efficiency was optimized. This was done by
first choosing θ and d such that only the reflected diffraction orders m = −1 and
m = 0 propagate, i.e. by satisfying the Bragg condition:

sin θ =
λ0

2d
. (4.14)

For this design the wavelength λ0 = 457 nm and incidence angle θ = 42◦ are used
so that the optimal carrier grating period becomes d ≈ 340 nm. By use of FMM anal-
ysis the V-ridge width w ≈ 220 was found to maximize the carrier efficiency η−1.
The resulting carrier grating has an efficiency of η−1 ≈ 87%, this lies close to the
reflection coefficient of an air-aluminium interface which lies somewhere between
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86% to 91% depending on the angle of incidence. The efficiency of η−1 ≈ 87% does
not change much under changing angle of incidence θ = [0◦ . . . 60◦] or wavelength
λ = [406 . . . 520] nm [35]. With these choices the absorption due to plasmonic exci-
tation is mainly avoided as the grating period is then smaller than what is required
for plasmon resonance.

The TE polarization has difficulty in penetrating the metallic sub-wavelength
grooves and as a consequence only a small phase modulation induced by the min-
imal interaction limits the η−1 diffraction order efficiency for TM polarized light to
∼ 50%.

Coding of the carrier grating

Shifting a grating laterally induces a phase shift in the first diffraction order propor-
tional to the lateral shift as shown in Figure 4.18. A local displacement of the grating
structures can be seen as a local displacement of the grating so that in turn the first
diffraction order is phase-shifted in accordance to the introduced displacement [29].
The induced phase shift is not bound to the interval [0, 2π) and is encoded by the
detour phase principle as

φ(xn) = 2π
∆d(xn)

d
. (4.15)

In here the location xn = (n − 1/2)d denotes the undisturbed location of the n’th
structure and ∆d(xn) the shift of that structure with respect to location xn. It is
assumed that the phase function φ(xn) varies slowly

|φ(xn)− φ(xn+1)| � 2π ∀n, (4.16)

so that adjacent ridges do not overlap and the grating can locally be considered
periodic. By means of phase unwrapping any 2π jumps can be removed from a 1-D
designs as the phase is not limited to the [0, 2π) range. For jumps other then a 2π it
is assumed that they lie isolated so that the encoded profile is only disturbed locally.

The resulting grating consists of a carrier grating design with period d that is
designed to maximize the m = −1 diffraction order. This carrier grating is spatially
modulated in accordance to Eq. (4.15) so that the encoded phase profile is repeated
within every super period D = Nd, φ(x + D) = φ(x), with N being the number of
carrier grating periods in a single super period. As such the encoded phase profile
splits the m = −1 diffraction order out into the desired diffraction order pattern.

V-ridge designs & results

A number of array-illuminator designs were considered for fabrication, namely a
grating that distribute an incident TM-polarized plane wave in either three, five or
eight equal-amplitude diffraction orders. As the Lohmann detour-phase principle
only alters phase the three beam profile is given by the ideal triplicator profile of Eq.
B.43 while the latter of the two can be obtained by IFTA.

For a V-ridge grating with super period D = Nd consisting of N carrier grating
periods, the diffraction orders of the beam-splitters are centered on the Nth diffrac-
tion order. The number of v-ridge elements will determine how well sampled the
grating profile is and thereby the accuracy of the detour-phase principle. Increasing
N will decrease the phase jumps between adjacent elements and thereby the peri-
odic nature of the carrier grating becomes more apparent. The number of V-ridges
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Figure 4.19: The IFTA profiles that create a three (N = 16), b) five (N = 32) and c)
eight (N = 32) equal diffraction orders. Adapted from Ref. [35]
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Figure 4.20: The efficiencies inside the signal window as predicted by IFTA and
FMM for a) three, b) five and c) eight equal diffraction orders. The shown zeroth
diffraction order is actuality centered on the m = −N diffraction order for the V-
ridge grating. Adapted from Ref. [35]

will also determine the complexity of the encoded modulation that one can achieve,
a sufficient number of V-ridge elements should be taken to ensure that the desired
signal can be adequately represented in the output domain.

Figure 4.19 shows the phase profiles of the three different beam splitter designs
for the triplicator with N = 16 and the five and eight diffraction order design with
N = 32. Under IFTA assumptions the shown phase profiles obtain the desired
diffraction order pattern without error in the signal window. The three, five and
eight beam designs have efficiencies of η ≈ 0.926, η ≈ 0.92 and η ≈ 0.96 respectively.

To see how well the thin element approximation and Lohmann detour-phase
principle hold up the phase profiles shown in Figure 4.19 were encoded in the V-
ridge grating and simulated with FMM. In this computation it was assumed that
the input field consists of a TM-polarized plane wave coming in under θ = 42◦

with a wavelength of λ = 457 nm. The resulting diffraction order amplitudes are
illustrated in Figure 4.20. In this figure the IFTA design efficiency was scaled by
multiplying with the V-groove carrier grating efficiency η−1 ≈ 87% for a more direct
comparison. The figure also shows that the uniformity improves when the number
of v-ridge elements is increased.

The triplicator with N = 16 was fabricated and tested in order to validate the
simulation results. The measured grating response is shown in Figure 4.21 together
with the simulated grating response. As the figure illustrates the grating has a
consistent performance over a large set of incidence angles and wavelengths due to
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Figure 4.21: The diffraction order efficiencies of the simulated (solid lines) and
measured (asterisk-symbol) v-ridge triplicator gratings as functions of a) angle of
the incidence and b) wavelength. Adapted from Ref. [35]

the nature of the V-grooves. The experimental data is in good agreement with the
theory, see [35] for more details.
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5 Spatial Coherence

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter starts off with the general description of the second order coherence
properties of a non-stationary pulsed electromagnetic field. The conditions are
found under which such a field can be accurately described by only using a sta-
tionary scalar description of its second order coherence properties. After this the
Gaussian Shell Model (GSM) is introduced and the elementary mode model de-
rived for this source description. These are the conditions on which the simulations
of X-ray beam lines in Chapter 7 are based.

5.2 COHERENCE X-RAY ASSUMPTIONS

Suppose a pulsed non-stationary random electromagnetic field E(ρ; t), with E =
[Ex Ey Ez] traveling along the z-direction. If one considers a series of field realiza-
tions Ei(r; t) at position r = (ρ, z) = (x, y, z) that more or less fluctuate randomly
between two spatial and frequency coordinates then a statistical description would
be appropriate. Looking at the ensemble averaged pulse fields at the transverse
plane z = constant yields the second order coherence properties, which are fully
described by the two-time Mutual Coherence Function (MCF) matrix

Γ(ρ1, ρ2; t1, t2) =
〈

E∗(ρ1; t1)ET(ρ2; t2)
〉

(5.1)

= lim
N→∞

1
N

N

∑
i=1

E∗i (ρ1; t1)E T
i (ρ2; t2). (5.2)

with the constant z coordinate omitted for brevity. The asterisk stands for the com-
plex conjugation, T the transpose operator and the brackets 〈〉 denote the ensemble
average over all electromagnetic field realizations. The ensemble average may rep-
resent the coherence properties of a pulse train where the individual fields Ei for
example are individual pulses of a Free Electron Laser (FEL) X-ray source. The in-
dividual electric field realization (pulse) can be written both as a space-frequency
realization and as a space-time realization as they form a Fourier transform pair [2]

Ẽ(ρ, ω) =
1

2π

∞∫

−∞

E(ρ; t)exp(+iωt)dt (5.3)

E(ρ; t) =
∞∫

0

Ẽ(ρ, ω) exp(−iωt)dω. (5.4)
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This allows the statistical properties of the field also to be fully described by the
Cross-Spectral Density (CSD) matrix

W(ρ1, ρ2; ω1, ω2) =
〈

Ẽ∗(ρ1; ω1)Ẽ
T
(ρ2; ω2)

〉
. (5.5)

=
1

4π2

∞x

−∞

Γ(ρ1, ρ2; t1, t2) exp[−i(ω1t1 −ω2t2)]dt1dt2. (5.6)

When considering a paraxial field (such as produced by X-ray beams), the 3 × 3
matrices of the MCF and CSD can be reduced to 2× 2 matrices by dropping the
negligible Ez component [42].

For a field with spatially uniform polarization across the beam, the field can be
written as

E(ρ, t) = A(t)e(ρ; t)exp(−iω0t), (5.7)

with A a random (fast-varying) polarization vector, e(ρ; t) the scalar field envelope
and ω0 the mean optical frequency of the spectrum. For such fields the MCF matrix
may be written as a product between a temporal polarization matrix

J(t1, t2) =
〈

A∗(t1)AT(t2)
〉

(5.8)

and the scalar MCF

Γ(ρ1, ρ2; t1, t2) = 〈e∗(ρ; t1)e(ρ2; t2)〉 exp[iω0(t1 − t2)]. (5.9)

If neither the polarization changes over the length of the pulse nor is altered by the
system through which the field is propagated then just the scalar CSD is needed to
describe the coherence properties,

W(ρ1, ρ2; ω1, ω2) = 〈ẽ∗(ρ; ω1 −ω0)ẽ(ρ2; ω2 −ω0)〉 (5.10)

=
1

4π2

∞x

−∞

Γ(ρ1, ρ2; t1, t2) exp[−i(ω1t1 −ω2t2)]dt1dt2. (5.11)

The field is said to be stationary if the time correlation properties do not depend
on the origin of time t0 but only depend on time difference, i.e. ∆t = t2 − t1. This is
equivalent to saying that the different spectral components of the field are mutually
uncorrelated [2] so that the two-frequency CSD would be

W(ρ1, ρ2; ω1, ω2) = W(ρ1, ρ2; ω1)δ(ω1 −ω2). (5.12)

To see when the field can be approximated as quasi-stationary suppose that the
scalar two-time MCF is separable in the form

Γ(ρ1, ρ2; t̄, ∆t) = ΓS(ρ1, ρ2; t̄, 0)g(∆t), (5.13)

with difference and average temporal coordinates denoted by ∆t = t2 − t1 and t̄ =
(t1 + t2)/2 respectively. Then for a quasi-stationary field it is required that g(∆t) is a
narrow function while the spatial coherence fluctuations between two distinct points
ΓS(ρ1, ρ2; t̄, 0) vary slowly as a function of t̄ with respect to the temporal intensity
distribution I(ρ, t̄) = Γ(ρ, ρ; t̄, 0).
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Inserting Eq. (5.13) into Eq. (5.6) while using average and difference frequency
coordinates ω̄ = (ω1 + ω2)/2 and ∆ω = ω2 −ω1 gives the two-frequency CSD as

W(ρ1, ρ2; ∆ω, ω̄) = WS(ρ1, ρ2; ∆ω, 0)g̃(ω̄), (5.14)

where

WS(ρ1, ρ2; ∆ω, 0) =
∞∫

−∞

ΓS(ρ1, ρ2; t̄, 0) exp(+i∆ωt̄)dt̄ (5.15)

and

g̃(ω̄) =

∞∫

−∞

g(∆t) exp(+iω̄∆t)d∆t. (5.16)

In these equations the quasi-stationary case results in a wide g̃(ω̄) function (as its
Fourier inverse was narrow) while WS(ρ, ρ; ∆ω, 0) is now narrow in the ∆ω coor-
dinate in comparison with the power spectrum S(ρ, ω̄) = W(ρ, ρ, 0, ω̄) for a given
ρ.

The function WS(ρ1, ρ2, ∆ω, 0) can therefore be written as

WS(ρ1, ρ2; ∆ω, 0) = WS(ρ1, ρ2) f̃ (∆ω), (5.17)
WS(ρ1, ρ2) = WS(ρ1, ρ2, 0, 0) = ΓS(ρ1, ρ2, 0, 0), (5.18)

with WS(ρ1, ρ2) being the spatial part of the CSD. This relation can only hold if the
spatial coherence properties do not change (significantly) over a time scale in the
order of the coherence time. Under this condition the field can be modeled at a
single frequency, e.g. the central frequency ω0 of the field.

Hence for a pulsed non-stationary field to be described by a scalar MCF requires
that the field is paraxial and has a uniform polarization both spatially and tempo-
rally on the time scale of the pulse. Furthermore the system through which the field
propagates should not change its polarization (significantly).

The pulsed non-stationary field can also be considered quasi-stationary if the
MCF is of the form of Eq. (5.13) while also requiring that the spatial coherence
properties do not vary significantly during the coherence time scale of the pulse.
Under these conditions only the spatial component of the scalar MCF and CSD
needs to be considered at the central frequency ω = ω0 of the pulse.

5.3 REPRESENTING THE CSD/MCF

It is assumed that the field under consideration is a stationary field with frequency
ω0, and can be fully described by the scalar description of the CSD/MCF. In free
space one could directly propagate the second order correlation functions directly
as they, like the fields themselves, obey wave equations [2]

∇2
1Γ(r1, r2, ∆t) =

1
c2

∂2

∂∆t2 Γ(r1, r2, ∆t), (5.19)

∇2
2Γ(r1, r2, ∆t) =

1
c2

∂2

∂∆t2 Γ(r1, r2, ∆t), (5.20)
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and Helmholtz equations

∇2
1W(r1, r2, ω̄) = k2W(r1, r2, ω̄), (5.21)

∇2
2W(r1, r2, ω̄) = k2W(r1, r2, ω̄), (5.22)

where k = 2πn/λ, λ = 2πc/ω the wavelength in vacuum and the symbol ∇i
represents the derivative with respect to ri, i = 1, 2.

This means that the same diffraction integrals (e.g. Rayleigh first diffraction in-
tegral and various approximations thereof) can be used to propagate the MCF/CSD
but now integrating over all four space coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) instead of
the usual two (x, y). This in itself is a numerically resource intensive task that one
can avoid.

To circumvent the 4-D integrals one would like to expand the CSD into a set
of basis functions that can be propagated independently. A Mercer-type coherent
mode expansion [2, 70] would require that the cross-spectral density functions are
Hermitian, non-negative definite Hilbert-Schmidt kernels. For this it is required that
they are square integrable

∞x

−∞

|W(ρ1, ρ2)|2d2ρ1d2ρ2 < ∞, (5.23)

nonnegative definite

∞x

−∞

W(ρ1, ρ2) f ∗(ρ1) f (ρ2)d2ρ1d2ρ2 ≥ 0, (5.24)

with f (ρ) being any square integrable function, and hermitian

W(ρ1, ρ2) = W∗(ρ1, ρ2). (5.25)

Luckily in the real world, fields have finite extent and finite energy so that Eq. (5.23)
is satisfied and any intensity function of a field is a real-non-negative function as
required by Eq. (5.24). The CSD and MCF are also Hermitian functions, as for two
complex random processes z1(t) and z2(t) that are jointly stationary, the relation〈

z∗1(t)z2(t + τ)
〉
=
〈
z2(t)z∗1(t− τ)

〉
holds so that likewise the MCF is Hermitian and

by extension of Eq. (5.6) the CSD is as well. This Hermitian property will result in
both MCF and CSD being mirror-symmetric with respect to the ’line’ described by
ρ1 = ρ2.

The Mercer-type coherent-mode expansion that follows from these requirements
yields a CSD of the form [2, 44]

W(ρ1, ρ2) = 〈E∗(ρ1)E(ρ2)〉 (5.26)

=
∞

∑
m=0

amψ∗m(ρ1)ψm(ρ2), (5.27)

where am are real non-negative weight factors of the eigenfunctions ψm(ρ). The
series in Eq. (5.27) is absolutely and uniformly convergent. The eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues themselves can be computed from the CSD by solving the Fredholm
integral equation

∞∫

−∞

W(ρ1, ρ2)ψm(ρ1)d
2ρ1 = amψm(ρ2). (5.28)
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When these eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are known they can be propagated with
two-dimensional integrals.

If the CSD can be expressed as a Mercer-type coherent mode expansion, it they
can also be written in the form [69–71]

W(ρ1, ρ2) =

∞∫

−∞

p(vx)H∗(ρ1, vx)H(ρ2, vx)dvx (5.29)

with p(vx) being a non-negative weight function and H(ρ, vx) an arbitrary ker-
nel. This alternative representation also only needs two-dimensional integrals to
be propagated and will be used in the next section for a simple representation of so
called Gaussian Shell model sources.

5.4 GAUSSIAN SHELL MODEL SOURCES

Assuming a scalar field description and dropping the frequency dependency for
brevity, the CSD of a stationary source is

W(ρ1, ρ2) = 〈E∗(ρ1)E(ρ2)〉 . (5.30)

The spectral density of the field indicates the intensity of the field at position ρ and
frequency ω:

S(ρ) = 〈|E∗(ρ)E(ρ)|〉 . (5.31)

Using this one can normalize the CSD as

µ(ρ1, ρ2) =
W(ρ1, ρ2)√
S(ρ1)S(ρ2)

, (5.32)

which is also known as the complex degree of spectral coherence. The value of µ
is bound by 0 ≤ |µ(ρ1, ρ2)| ≤ 1, where 1 indicates complete correlation and 0 no
correlation between the fields at the two spatial points ρ1 and ρ2.

By approximation many light sources obey the Shell model, in which the spatial
coherence properties of the source only depend on coordinate difference ∆ρ = ρ2 −
ρ1 and not their absolute values at ρ1 or ρ2. For a stationary scalar field description,
the Shell Model CSD is of the form [37, 45]

W(ρ1, ρ2) =
√

S(ρ1)S(ρ2)µ(∆ρ). (5.33)

A special class of Shell model sources are those that have a Gaussian kernel so
that it is referred to as the Gaussian Shell Model (GSM). In this model both the
spectral density and degree of spatial coherence are assumed to be Gaussian in
shape at the source plane:

S(ρ) = S0 exp

(
−2||ρ||2

w2
0

)
, (5.34)

µ(∆ρ) = exp

[
−||ρ1 − ρ2||2

2σ2
0

]
. (5.35)
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This gives

W(ρ1, ρ2) = S0 exp

(
−||ρ1||2 + ||ρ2||2

w2
0

)
exp

[
−||ρ1 − ρ2| |2

2σ2
0

]
, (5.36)

where w0 represents the 1/e2 width of the intensity profile and σ0 the spatial co-
herence width at the waist. The L2-norm was used to write ||ρ|| =

√
x2 + y2. In

principle w0 and σ0 would depend on the wavelength, but as the sources are con-
sidered narrow-banded this dependency is omitted.
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Figure 5.1: A cross-section of the (a) CSD and (b) normalized CSD for a GSM
source with β = 0.2.

Propagating the GSM beam through free-space only alters its width, amplitude,
and coherence width while keeping its shape of the spectral density and spatial
coherence Gaussian [41]. The field expands as

w(z) = w0

√
1 + (z/zR)2 (5.37)

zR = πw2
0β/λ (5.38)

β =
[
1 + (w0/σ0)

2
]−1/2

. (5.39)

so that the propagated CSD is obtained by replacing w0 with w(z) in Eq. (5.36) and σ0
with σ(z) by making use of the propagation invariant quantity σ(z)/w(z) = σ0/w0.
The value

θ0 =
λ

πw0β
(5.40)

defines the 1/e (far field) beam divergence angle and can be used in combination
with the source size (and wavelength) to estimate the value of β for a GSM source.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the CSD and complex degree of coherence for this model as
functions of x1 and x2 while (y1, y2) = (0, 0).

5.4.1 Hermite Gaussian Shell Model

For the GSM source the solution to the Fredholm integral equation (5.28) is known
in closed form and is given by [46]
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W(ρ1, ρ2) =
∞

∑
m=0

amψ∗m(ρ1)ψm(ρ2), (5.41)

where

ψm(x) =
(

2
π

)1/4 1√
2mm!wc

Hm

(√
2x

w c

)
exp

(
− x2

w2
c

)
(5.42)

and

am = S0

√
2πw0

1 + 1/β

(
1− β

1 + β

)m
, (5.43)

with wc =
√

βw0 and the mode weight being indicated by am. This representation
by Hermite Gaussian basis functions is also referred to as the Hermite Gaussian
Shell Model (HGSM). Each mode represents a fully coherent field, allowing the use
of 2-D integrals for propagating it.
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Figure 5.2: A cross-section of the (a) CSD and (b) normalized CSD for a HGSM
source with β = 0.2 with (c) N = 13 modes. The figure with the 13 modes also
shows the cross-section of the intensity profile |S(x, 0)|2 in red. The errors that pop
up at the edges of the normalized CSD are located where the amplitude of the CSD
becomes vanishingly small. These errors in the normalized CSD can therefore be
safely ignored as almost no energy of the field is present where they occur.

In practice only a finite number of Hermite Gaussian modes are taken. Figure
5.2 illustrates where errors occur in the normalized CSD when a limited number of
these Hermite Gaussian modes are taken. In this particular case the errors that occur
at the edges of the shown complex degree of coherence function occur in regions
where the field has almost no energy.

To know how many Hermite Gaussian modes are needed, let us define the error
as the amount of energy difference ∆I in the intensity profile (spectral density)
between the exact representation and truncating at N modes:

∆I =

s |
∞
∑

m=0
amψ∗m(ρ)ψm(ρ)−

N
∑

m=0
amψ∗m(ρ)ψm(ρ)|d2ρ

s |
∞
∑

m=0
amψ∗m(ρ)ψm(ρ)|d2ρ

. (5.44)

The functions amψmψ∗m are real and positive so that the truncated sum over those
positive valued functions is always smaller than the full sum, which allows the ab-
solute values to be dropped. Furthermore integrating over the normalized function
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yields the same value for all m so that after inserting am the truncation error becomes

∆I = 1− 2
1 + 1/β

N

∑
m=0

(
1− β

1 + β

)m
(5.45)

=

(
1− β

1 + β

)N+1
. (5.46)

Note that for incoherent light, β close to 0, the number of modes needed for accu-
rately representation grows greatly. Specifically the higher Hermite Gaussian modes
oscillate rapidly, which makes numerical computation more expensive/difficult to
do accurately.

As shown in Appendix C, the Gaussian Shell model can also be written in the
form of Eq. (5.29). This description by way of a superposition of shifted Gaussian
elementary modes is given in the next section.

5.4.2 Elementary Mode Representation

For the elementary mode description the CSD is written as [38–40]

W(ρ1, ρ2) =

∞∫

−∞

P(v)e∗(ρ1 − v)e(ρ2 − v) d2v (5.47)

where e(ρ) denotes the fully-coherent elementary field and P(v) the non-negative
weight for the elementary mode at spatial coordinate v = (vx, vy).

In the sense of GSM, the normalized elementary field is a normalized coherent
Gaussian mode. Taking the source plane at z = 0 and assuming a paraxial source
description the shifted elementary field takes the form

e(ρ, v, z) =
(

2
π

)1/4 1√
we

we

we(z)
exp [i (kz−Φ(z))]

× exp

(
−|ρ− v|2

ω2
e

)
exp

[
ik

2R(z)
|ρ− v|2

]
, (5.48)

with we = βw0 being the 1/e width of the elementary field at its waist. The param-
eters

we(z) = we

√
1 + z2/z2

R, (5.49)

Φ(z) = arctan (z/zR) , (5.50)

R(z) = z + z2
R/z, (5.51)

zR = kw2
e/2 (5.52)

are the propagation parameters of the standard fully coherent Gaussian beam [2].
The weight function P(v) is given by

P(v) = p0 exp

(
−2|v|2

w2
p

)
, (5.53)

p0 =
S0√

1− β2
. (5.54)
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The quantities we and wp are given by (Appendix C):

we = βw0, (5.55)

wp =
√

1− β2w0. (5.56)

The identical shape of each mode can be particulary useful if the input field
is located at an aplanatic region of the optical system. In the aplanatic region the
response to each laterally shifted mode is the same. In such a case the partially
coherent field can be obtained at the end of the optical system by only propagating
a single elementary mode through it and convolving the result with the weight
function P(v).

When such a shortcut can not be applied the integral over all positions is nu-
merically approximated by a Riemann sum. For brevity of notation only 1D fields
are considered, i.e. ρ = (x, 0). To this end the weight function P(vx) is sampled at
discrete locations according to the midpoint rule vx,i = (i − N/2− 1/2)∆vx, with
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. The CSD is then given by

W(x1, x2) ≈ ∆vx

N

∑
i=1

P(vx,i)e∗(x1 − vx,i)e(x2 − vx,i). (5.57)

For accurate representation both the spacing between the modes ∆vx and the
number of elementary modes N must be determined. The truncation of the number
of modes can only be made if the modes adequately sample the optical system they
are propagated through, i.e. it is assumed that adjacent modes do not vary greatly.
Hence the spacing between the modes (and number of modes) not only depends on
β but also on how sensitive the optical system is to lateral displacement of the field.
At the waist of the source the error can be quantified by use of the same definition
for error as in Eq. (5.44),

∆I =
∞∫

−∞

∣∣∣∣∣w0

√
2
π

exp

(
−2x2

w2
0

)
− ∆vxw0

βwp

N

∑
i=1

exp

(
−

2v2
x,i

w2
p

)
exp

(
−2(x− vx,i)

2

w2
e

)∣∣∣∣∣ dx,

(5.58)
for which no analytical expression could be found. To keep errors within bounds a
large enough portion of the weight function P(vx) should be sampled by choosing
N ≥ 3wp/∆vx. The elementary modes should at least partially overlap, which is
ensured if ∆vx ≤ 0.8we.

If the modes are spaced slightly too far apart then the CSD will show under-
sampling errors as shown in Figure 5.3. In this figure a GSM source with β = 0.2 is
represented by N = 13 modes spaced ∆vx = 1.25we apart.
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Figure 5.3: A cross-section of the (a) CSD and (b) normalized CSD for a GSM
source with β = 0.2 represented with (c) N = 13 Gaussian elementary modes. This
figure also shows the cross-section of the intensity profile |S(x, 0)|2 in red.
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6 Field Propagation Operators

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A number of approaches to model field propagation in X-ray systems exist [49–52]
most relying on ray-tracing techniques with various levels of wave-optics related
features. In ray optics field information is contracted to a single point and propa-
gated through space. In this diffraction is typically ignored or modeled by various
ray-equivalent approximations. The operators and propagation methods described
here are part of the Virtual Fusion software package [61] and aim to provide a full
EM field description at any point in the optical system with the least amount of
computational effort possible.

In field tracing the goal is to solve the Maxwell equations for an optical system
given an input field, the propagation media and optical components along the way.
This task can be conceptually visualized as a series of free-space propagation oper-
ations and optical component operators in a field tracing diagram. An example of
such a field tracing diagram is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

…

…

V

H

(ρ,ω)

(κ,ω)

KB1

KB2

A
F F -1 F F -1 F F -1

Z

P̃ P̃ P̃

B B

Figure 6.1: The horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the setup with below the
field tracing diagram used for the optical modeling of the setup. The field tracing
diagram indicates in which order the operators are used to propagate the input field
through the optical system.

Ideally the chosen operators solve the Maxwell equations with a high degree of
accuracy with minimal computational cost. This can be done leveraging specialized
Maxwell solvers that are able to (efficiently) solve the Maxwell equations under
a specific set of constraints. These solvers can range from analytical solutions to
specific problems, numerical solutions under specific constraints or more general
rigorous Maxwell solvers. Choosing which approach fits the problem requires a
catalogue of these solvers, knowledge in which domain they solve their problem
accurately, an estimation of their computation cost and the ability to switch between
the methods on the fly. As the full EM field is to be determined at the end of the
setup these solvers should be capable of handling the full EM field description in
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their respective domain without loss of information (on phase, polarization etc.).
Of the (large) list of (possible) operators that exist only a small portion will be

used to simulate the X-ray imaging setup shown in Chapter 7. An overview of the
used operators is given in Table 6.1 along with the section number in which their
limitations and operation are discussed.

Table 6.1: Operators that will be used to propagate an X-ray source through setup
along with section that describes said operator.

A Analytical equations, Section 5.4.2
Fk Fourier Transform, Section 6.2
P̃ Propagation Operator, Section 6.2-6.4
B Plane Wave/Plane Interface, Section 6.5

6.2 SPECTRUM OF PLANE WAVES

A field E(ρ, z, ω) at plane z can be decomposed into its plane wave components by
way of a Fourier Transform [5, 53]

Ẽ(kx, ky, z, ω) = Fk {E(ρ, z, ω)} (6.1)

=
1

2π

∞x

−∞

E(ρ, z, ω) exp
(
−ikxx− ikyy

)
dxdy. (6.2)

In this equation the wave-vector k = (kx, ky, kz) has its size given by the wavenumber
k = ||k|| = nω/c = nk0.

This plane wave decomposition allows one to compute any of the other four EM
field components from Ex and Ey. For plane waves the EM field components depend
on each other as [5]

Ẽz(k, ω) = − kx Ẽx(k, ω) + kyẼy(k, ω)

kz
(6.3)

and

H̃(k, ω) =

√
ε0

µ0

k× Ẽ(k, ω)

k0
. (6.4)

As a result knowledge of E⊥(r, ω) = (Ex(r, ω), Ey(r, ω)) is sufficient to compute
the entire the field in an isotropic homogenous media. Therefore only the electric
field components (Ex, Ey) need to be considered during propagation as others can
be computed on demand by a set of Fourier transforms [54].

Propagating Ẽ⊥(kx, ky, z, ω) through free space over a distance of ∆z = z”− z′

between the two parallel planes located at z = z′ and z = z” can be done by a
multiplication [2, 5]:

Ẽ⊥(kx, ky, z”, ω) = P̃
{

Ẽ⊥(kx, ky, z′, ω)
}

= Ẽ⊥(kx, ky, z′, ω) exp(ikz∆z), (6.5)

kz =
[
k2

0n2 − (k2
x + k2

y)
]1/2

. (6.6)
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If the planes are not parallel then an additional coordinate transform needs to be
applied [55]. Both of these operations require little computational resources to per-
form.

The field in space domain (ρ-domain) can be obtained by an inverse Fourier
transform

E(ρ, z”, ω) = F−1
k {E(ρ, z”, ω)}

=
1

2π

∞x

−∞

Ẽ(kx, ky, z”, ω) exp
(
ikxx + ikyy

)
dkxdky (6.7)

= F−1
k P̃FkE(ρ, z′, ω),

with the Fourier transform and propagation operators working in the indicated
sequential order. So far the only the assumption of homogenous isotropic media
was made for the propagation in free space operation. Any inhomogeneity in the
propagation media will therefore show up in the field tracing diagram as an optical
element with its appropriate (Maxwell) solver.

On the numerical side this propagation method relies on the computationally re-
source efficient Fourier transform operator. A sufficiently dense sampling grid over
a large enough computation domain is required for this operator to work accurately.
For a field with a strongly variable wavefront φ(ρ) such an approach can become
prohibitively expensive as exp(iφ) = cos(φ) + i sin(φ) will oscillate rapidly. This
in turn can require a prohibitive amount of sampling points to represent accurately
and Fourier transform.

It therefore makes sense to look at mapping operators that can accurately and
quickly switch field representations between the x and k domains. To this point
we look at the two techniques called the Semi-analytical Fourier Transform and
Geometric Fourier Transform in the upcoming sections. Both of these methods avoid
the oscillating term by treating it separately during the Fourier transform.

6.3 SEMI-ANALYTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM

Computational speed can be improved significantly if fewer sampling points are
needed to accurately represent the field. The concept is to treat the strong wave-
front phase variation caused by a quadratic phase factor separately in the Fourier
transform operator and thereby significantly reduce the sampling points required.
Strong quadratic phase variation is typically acquired under propagation as it is a
major term in spherical phase [57].

To treat the quadratic phase separately one first has to split the field into a
quadratic phase contribution and residual field. Let V(ρ) = V(ρ, ω) denote the
field component of interest, i.e. Ex(ρ) or Ey(ρ), at fixed plane z and given frequency
ω, then

V(ρ) = |V(ρ)|exp[iφ(ρ)]exp[iψq(ρ)] = U(ρ)exp(iψq(ρ)), (6.8)

where ψq is the quadratic phase factor

ψq(ρ) = Cxy + Dxx2 + Dyy2. (6.9)

If the strong wavefront phase variation is caused by a quadratic phase factor, then
the residual field U(ρ) can be faithfully represented with relatively few sampling
points as it will not oscillate as strongly.
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After splitting the field into a residual and quadratic phase factor the field in the
k-domain is given by the convolution

Ṽ(k) = Ũ(k) ?Fk {exp(iψ(ρ))} (k). (6.10)

To simplify the term F {exp(iψ(ρ))} (k) the following analytical formula [2] can be
used:

∞∫

−∞

exp(−ax2 + bx + c)dx =

√
π

a
exp

(
b2

4a
+ c
)

, (6.11)

given that a, b, c ∈ C, R {a} ≥ 0 and a 6= 0. As such the Fourier transform of the
quadratic phase can be written in the form

Fk {exp(iψ(ρ))} (k) = −i√
γ

exp(iψ̃(k)), (6.12)

with

ψ̃(k) = − k2
x

Dx
−

k2
y

Dy
+

C2

4γ

[
k2

x
Dx

+
k2

y

Dy
− 4kxky

]
, (6.13)

γ = C2 − 4DxDy. (6.14)

Inserting this into Eq. (6.10) and changing the order of integration gives

Ṽ(k) =
−i√

γ

∞x

−∞

Ũ(k′) exp
[
iψ̃(k′ − k)

]
dk′xdk′y

=
−2πi√

γ
exp

[
iψ̃(k)

]
Ũα(k), (6.15)

with

Ũα(k) = Fα

{
Ũ(k) exp

[
iψ̃(k)

]}
.

=
1

2π

∞x

−∞

Ũ(k′) exp
[
iψ̃(k′)

]
(6.16)

× exp
[

i
(

2kx

Dx
+

b2

γ
ky

)
k′x + i

(
2ky

Dy
+

b2

γ
kx

)
k′y

]
dk′xdk′y.

For larger values of C, Dx, Dy this Fourier transform followed by the appropriate
coordinate transformation leads to a significant reduction in the number of sampling
points required [57].

As an example, suppose a 1-D field component V(x) that according to Eq. (6.8)
can be decomposed into the residual field component U(x) = exp[−(ax)2 + ik0bx3]
and quadratic phase factor ψq(x) = k0Dx2, with k0 = 2π/λ. Then for a large enough
quadratic phase factor the real and imaginary parts of the field will start to oscillate
as shown in Figure 6.2(a). For the chosen parameters the residual field requires
much fewer sampling points to be accurately represented as shown in Figure 6.2(b).
The quadratic phase factor D is stored as a single number and thus the quadratic
phase requires no sampling. Using the 1-D equivalent of Eq. (6.12–6.16) yields the
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Figure 6.2: a) The real part of a field with a quadratic and cubic phase term. b) The
real part of the residual field (field without the quadratic phase term) c) The Fourier
transform of the full field and d) the residual field as obtained by the semi-analytical
Fourier transform. Parameters used: λ = 532 nm, a = 400, D = 0.4 and b = 7.

residual field Ũα(kx) shown in Figure 6.2(d) which can also be represented with
fewer sampling points. From the 1-D equations one finds that ψ̃q(kx) = −k2

x/(4D).
Adding the quadratic phase factor to its corresponding residual field will yield the
representation shown on the left of Figure 6.2 without error.

It should be noted that the spherical phase given by

φ(ρ) = exp
[

ikr
√
(x/r)2 + (y/r)2 + 1

]
(6.17)

contains non-quadratic phase phase terms as well. For small values of r these non-
quadratic terms become relevant as the residual field will contain all of them. If
these terms are significant then the number of sampling points required for the
residual field grows (greatly). Next section discusses the Geometric Fourier Trans-
form (GFT), which deals with situations where the non-quadratic phase components
are strong enough to warrant its use.

6.4 GEOMETRIC FOURIER TRANSFORM

When wanting to Fourier transform a field with significant non-quadratic phase
terms the Geometric Fourier Transform (GFT) can be used to (greatly) reduce the
computational cost [58].

As defined in Section 6.3 let V(ρ) = V(ρ, ω) denote the field component of
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interest at plane z and frequency ω. This field can be decomposed as

V(ρ) = U(ρ)exp[iφ(ρ)], (6.18)

where U(ρ) is assumed to have at most weak wavefront phases while φ(ρ) con-
sists of strong wavefront phases. For the GFT it is assumed that the wavefront φ(ρ)
is smooth so that it can be accurately interpolated on a non-equidistant grid. It
is also assumed that the derivative of the wavefront phase is a monotonically in-
creasing/decreasing function on the computational domain so that the geometric
mapping conditions that will be used are not violated. As such it is assumed that
the field exhibits no caustic effects on the selected plane and that the linear and even
order polynomials dominate the field curvature. The decomposition that is shown
in Eq. (6.18) is general such that U(ρ) and φ(ρ) can be chosen to satisfy the above
requirements. Like with the semi-analytical Fourier transform the concept is do the
Fourier transform without having to sample a (residual) field with strong wavefront
factors.

The Fourier transform of Eq. (6.18) is given by

Ṽ(k) =
1

2π

x
U(ρ)exp {i[φ(ρ)− k⊥ · ρ]}dρ, (6.19)

with k⊥ = (kx, ky). As φ(ρ) is assumed to posses a ’large’ gradient, the term
exp {i[φ(ρ)− k⊥ · ρ]} oscillates (rapidly) with respect to U(ρ) aside of specific points.
The points where the phase term is stationary (in both directions) are called the crit-
ical points and are given by

∇⊥φ(ρ)− k = 0. (6.20)

This equation links coordinates ρ and k together and can be thought of as a mapping
operator. It is assumed that this mapping operator is bijective, open and continuous.
This is to say that both spaces are homeomorphic; they contain the same topological
features. Roughly put this means that one can go from one space to another by
means of a geometric distortion, i.e. by streching/compressing and bending of the
space. As k is a monotonic (increasing/decreasing) function, ∇⊥φ(ρ) must be as
well. This requirement is fulfilled when the wavefront has at most a single minimum
or maximum on the computation domain. Under these conditions the existence of
the inverse mapping operator ρ(k) is guaranteed.

Similar to the Laplace’s method only a small region near the critical points will
contribute to the integral [2]. If the field is nonzero at the edge of the domain then
also the points on the edge of the domain can contribute to the integral. In this
section these contributions are skipped as the considered fields have a finite extent
and drop to zero at the edge of the computation domain.

Let ρ(k) = (x(k), y(k)) be the critical point described by Eq. (6.20). In the
neighborhood of this point the phase factor can be approximated as

φ(ρ)− k⊥ · ρ ≈ φ(ρ(k))− k⊥ · ρ(k) +
1
2
(x− x(k))2φxx|ρ(k)

+ (x− x(k))(y− y(k))φxy +
1
2
(y− y(k))2φyy|ρ(k), (6.21)

with φxy|ρ(k) = ∂2φ(ρ)/∂x∂y evaluated at ρ(k) and similarly for φxx and φyy.
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Substituting Eq. (6.21) into Eq. (6.19) under the stationary phase consideration
results in

Ṽ(k) ≈ 1
2π

U(ρ(k)) exp(i[φ(ρ(k))− k⊥ · ρ(k)])

·
∞x

−∞

exp
{

i
[

1
2
(x− x(k))2φxx|ρ(k) + (x− x(k))(y− y(k))φxy

]}
(6.22)

· exp
{

i
1
2
(x− x(k))2(y− y(k))2φyy|ρ(k)

}
dxdy,

which is an integral over a quadratic exponential function of which the solution is
known. This solution can be written as

Ṽ(k) ≈ a(k)Ã(k) exp(iφ̃(k)), (6.23)

with the functions

φ̃(k) = φ(ρ(k))− k⊥ · ρ(k), (6.24)

Ã(k) = U(ρ(k)), (6.25)

a(k) =
iσ(k)
∆(k)

. (6.26)

The factor σ = −i if ∆ < 0 or otherwise σ = sign {Σ(k)} if ∆(k) > 0. The functions
∆(k) and Σ(k) are given by

∆(k) = φxx|ρ(k)φyy|ρ(k) − φ2
xy|ρ(k), (6.27)

Σ(k) = φxx|ρ(k) + φyy|ρ(k), (6.28)

where it is required that ∆(k) 6= 0 and both functions are either positive or negative
on the computation domain.

By sampling all critical points the stationary phase method ensures that the Geo-
metric Fourier Transform (GFT) asymptotically approximates the Fourier transform
so that the difference between exact vanishes rapidly when strong wavefront phase
variations are present.

Under this condition the number of sampling points needed is greatly reduced
as (the dense) equidistant sampling of the oscillating term exp(iφ) is replaced by the
non-equidistant sampling of the continuous phase function φ(ρ). Given the lack of
strong wavefront curvature the function U(ρ) and Ã(k) can be sampled with much
fewer sampling points on an equidistant grid while the phase functions φ(ρ) and
φ̃(k) can be stored and acted upon separately from their respective partners until
they are needed together.

Using a similar method as used for the Semi-analytical let us consider the 1-D
field component V(x) decomposed as U(x) = exp[−(ax)2] and φ(x) = k0(Dx2 +
bx3). The values of b are chosen such that the cubic phase term alone would signifi-
cantly oscillate the field while D is chosen large enough so that ∂φ/∂x is a monotonic
(increasing/decreasing) function on the computation domain. Such choices would
lead to an undesirable high computation effort even for the Semi-analytical Fourier
Transform. The real part of V(x) shown in Figure 6.3(a) can be represented with
much less computational effort by the separate residual component U(x) shown in
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Figure 6.3(b) and phase component φ(x) shown Figure 6.3(c). Inserting these into
the 1-D equivalent of Eqs. (6.20)-(6.26) yields the residual field and phase function
shown in Figure 6.3(e,f). Due to the coordinate transformation these functions live
on a different (non-equidistant) grid. After putting them on the same grid the re-
sulting function is compared against the direct (numerical) FT of the field in Figure
6.3(d). The difference between the result is negligible.
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Figure 6.3: a) The real part of a field with a strong quadratic and cubic phase term,
b) the residual field and c) the separated phase component. d) Direct FT and GFT
compared where e) shows the residual field as obtained by GFT and f) the phase
component as obtained by GFT. Parameters used: λ = 532 nm, a = 400, D = 4 and
b = 70.

6.5 SURFACE MODELING

To determine the reflected and/or transmitted field at a given interface requires
solving the EM-boundary conditions. In principle this could be done with rigorous
solvers such as FMM or FTDT, but when a well defined wavefront and smooth
surface is considered this can be done (with good accuracy) with a Local Plane
Wave (LPWA), Local Plane Interface Approximation (LPIA).

The solution to a vectorial plane wave interacting with a plane interface is known
explicitly in the form of Fresnel’s reflection and transmission coefficients which can
be applied with minimal computational effort. If a twice differential curved wave-
front is considered, then the wavefront can be approximated as a patchwork of many
(local) plane waves with finite area. This approximation of the wavefront is referred
to as the Local Plane Waves Approximation (LPWA). Figure 6.4 depicts such a mesh
that divides the smooth wavefront into many (triangle shaped) local plane waves.
For a given mesh of plane waves at a plane interface one can obtain the reflected
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Figure 6.4: Mesh at a given plane that divides the wavefront into small area’s. Each
area represented by three adjacent grid points visualizes a local plane wave traveling
along the normal of the wavefront at that location.

and/or transmitted field by applying the appropriate Fresnel coefficient to each
plane wave at the surface of the interface.

If the (smooth) field interacts with a sufficiently smooth surface the same ap-
proximation can be applied to the surface in the form of a Local Plane Interface Ap-
proximation (LPIA) [59]. This requires that the smooth surface features are larger
then the considered wavelength(s) such that diffraction/scattering effects at/near
the surface can be safely neglected. As such the field interacting with the curved
surface is locally described by a plane wave interacting with a plane interface. This
is done by propagating the mesh to the surface of interest, apply the Fresnel co-
efficients to each plane wave interacting with their respective plane interface and
propagating the result to a plane before/after the interface in order to reconstruct
the reflected/transmitted field. This interaction requires a sufficiently fine mesh so
that the optical response of the interface properly sampled [54, 60].
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7 X-ray Field Tracing

7.1 X-RAY IMAGING SETUP

This chapter covers the X-ray imaging setup and the simulation results of said setup.
The described setup and simulation results were implemented and obtained using
Virtual Lab [61]. The setup in question consists of two grazing mirrors with figure
errors that image a partially coherent Synchrotron Radiation (SR) source. A sketch
of this setup is shown in Figure 7.1 with the field trace diagram shown earlier in
Figure 6.1.

This section will describe the parameters used for the setup starting with the SR
source parameters and followed by the mirror description.

7.1.1 Source

The source considered is a X-ray Synchrotron Radiation (SR) source as created by a
Free-Electron Laser (FEL). In order to model the source accurately with the model
described in Chapter 5 it needs to adhere to the assumptions made in that section.

To start, modern free-electron lasers provide short and intense photon pulses in
the extreme ultraviolet and X-ray regime [62, 63]. It is mathematically possible for
the spatial coherence properties to strongly fluctuate over the very short pulse du-
ration. Given that no physical mechanisms are known that enable such a change in
spatial coherence properties one could assume such variations do not occur. There-
fore the narrow bandwidth and the high directionality properties of the FEL sources
allows one to considered them to be quasi-monochromatic and paraxial. Further-
more the majority of FEL sources polarize the field linearly as it would require a
special configuration to control polarization [65]. As such the use of a scalar MCF to
represent the FEL is justified. Lastly the pulses were assumed to be quasi-stationary
with respect to pulse duration, this would require the coherence time to be (much)
shorter then the pulse duration. This is indeed the case for FEL sources [63, 64].

Under these considerations the SR source is assumed to be of GSM form such
that it can be described by the shifted elementary mode representation given by
section 5.4.2. To this purpose the (mean) wavelength λ = 173 pm (7.18 keV) and
separable anisotropic Gaussian intensity profile is used for the rest of this chapter.

ψ

Figure 7.1: A sketch of the X-ray imaging setup, the grazing angle ψ = 3 mrad.
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a b

Figure 7.2: a) The reflectance coefficient of gold for TE-polarized plane wave as
function of grazing angle (same curve for TM). b) Side view of the error map without
mirror curvature.

The beam width at the source plane is taken to be w0,H = 22 µm horizontally (H)
and w0,V = 4.4 µm vertically (V) while the far field beam divergence angle taken as
θ0 = 12.4 µrad in both H and V direction. From Eq. (5.40) it follows that β ≈ 1× 0.2
in (V×H) direction, i.e. the field is fully coherent vertically and partially coherent
horizontally. The fully coherent field along the vertical direction is a simplification
form the real world case as clarified in 7.3.

7.1.2 Mirrors

The considered mirrors are cylindrical grazing incidence mirrors also refereed to
as Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB), this type of mirrors was first introduces to enable X-ray
microscopy [66]. The grazing incidence refers to the very small angle between the
mirrors surface and propagation direction of the light that is to be reflected off the
mirrors. Figure 7.2(a) shows the reflectance coefficient for a plane wave falling on
a gold coated plane surface as function of the grazing angle (angle between surface
and propagation direction). For the setup considered a grazing ψ = 3 mrad is
taken with the mirrors themselves being gold coated and elliptically shaped in one
direction. Both have a length times width of 200× 12 mm and are separated center
to center by 200 mm. The source lies 50 m in front of the first mirrors center and the
foci 200 mm after the second mirrors center, the foci of the elliptical shape of both
mirrors is taken to coincide with the source and focal plane as shown in Figure 7.1.

For the simulation also the figure errors on the mirrors are taken into account.
This error map was provided by Brookhaven National Laboratory of which a side
view is shown in Figure 7.2(b).

Spot size

When using ideal mirrors one expects that the system focal spot size is given by the
Rayleighs spot size:

δx =
λF
D

, (7.1)

where D describes the (effective) aperture size of the KB mirrors. By rough approx-
imation this aperture size depends on the incident angle and length of the mirrors
as

D ≈ L sin ψ, (7.2)
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and would result in an effective aperture of D ≈ 600× 600µm. The more accurate
equation presented in Appendix D shows that this description goes awry when an-
gles become small and the edges of the mirror sufficiently large. To more accurately
determine the spot size one needs to know the height of the side edges of both mir-
rors. For the setup of interest these are ∆h1 = 30 µm, ∆h2 = 52 µm for the horizontal
mirror and ∆h1 = 17 µm, ∆h2 = 22 µm for the vertical mirror.

Plugging the edge height and focal length, F = 400, 200 mm (H,V), Eq. (D.13)
yields an effective aperture size of D = 716× 624 µm for the horizontal and vertical
mirror respectively. This results (for a wavelength of λ = 0.173 nm) in an expected
focal spot size of 48.3× 111 nm (H,V), which is a bit smaller then the 57.7× 115 nm
(H,V) if the aperture size simple approximation is used.

Strehl ratio

For an ideal mirror the outgoing wavefront should form a (truncated) sphere, if any
errors are present on the mirrors surface a deviation in this wavefront will occur, i.e.
wavefront aberrations. For a mirror with grazing angle ψ and height error h(x) the
induced wavefront aberration W(x) is

W(x) = 2h(x) sin ψ. (7.3)

when assuming planar incidence.
The Strehl ratio indicates how strongly the wavefront aberrations affect the fo-

cal spot by comparing the real peak intensity (with aberrations) to the ideal peak
intensity (no aberrations) at the focal plane:

Ds =
I(real)
PSF (0, 0)

I(ideal)
PSF (0, 0)

. (7.4)

The Strehl ratio is a single value bound to 0 ≤ Ds ≤ 1, with 1 indicating an ideal
optical system. If the Strehl ratio is Ds > 0.8 the system is said to be diffraction
limited. A diffraction limited system has its focal spot for the most part limited
by diffraction and thereby produces a spot size close to the Rayleigh spot size. To
see how much aberration is allowed to affect the wavefront before the system is no
longer diffraction limited two common criteria are used: the Rayleigh and Marechal
criteria.

The Rayleigh criterion requires the wavefront aberrations to be small enough so
that destructive interference is avoided, i.e. peak to valley wavefront aberrations
are smaller than a quarter of the wavelength (WPV < λ/4). It should be noted
that this criterion was specified by assuming that only spherical aberrations are
present. From Eq. (7.3) it follows that the peak valley height error should uphold
hPV < λ/(8 sin ψ) ≈ 4.2 nm.

When all aberration types are present the Marechal criterion gives a more accu-
rate estimation. This states that the system is diffraction limited if the root mean
square wavefront error upholds WRMS < λ/14, i.e. hRMS < λ/(28 sin ψ) ≈ 1.2 nm.

The error map shown in Figure 7.2 has an peak valley height error of hPV ≈ 1.24
nm and RMS height error of hRMS ≈ 0.38 nm. Both of them are more than a factor
three below the Rayleigh and Marechal criterion respectively, as such the system
should be diffraction limited. From this it is also expected that exaggerating the
errors by a factor 5 will cause the optical system to no longer be diffraction limited.
The results part of this chapter covers both situations.
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7.2 SIMULATION RESULTS

7.2.1 Coherent source results

The ideal mirrors with a coherent Gaussian source use the parameters λ = 173 pm
(7.18 keV), w0 = 4.4 µm in both horizontal and vertical directions. The coherent
source with ideal mirrors will be taken as reference, as such all indicated intensities
in this chapter are normalized with respect to the found peak intensity for the ideal
case. The 2-D intensity profile at the focal plane when using ideal mirrors and
aberrated mirrors is shown in Figure 7.3 together with the profile obtained when
the error-map illustrated in Figure 7.2(b) is taken into account.

As indicated by the normalized intensity the Strehl ratio of the mirror system
with aberrated mirrors is Ds ≈ 0.98. As such the mirrors are well diffraction limited.
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Figure 7.3: Coherent field, a) the 2-D and d) 1-D focal spot when using ideal
mirrors along with b) the 2-D and e) 1-D focal spot when using abberated mirrors.
In c) and f) the error map was increased by a factor 5.

Increasing the errors given by the error map by a factor 5 results in Figure
7.3(c,d). In Figure 7.3(f) the 1D cross-section no longer goes through the peak in-
tensity as the tip and tilt error become significant. While the peak intensity is 0.83
of the ideal intensity, the Strehl ratio is defined on the center and thereby is only
Ds ≈ 0.75. This is in good agreement with the Rayleigh and Marechal criteria.

In Figure 7.3(b) the Rayleigh spot size is x = 50.5± 0.5 nm and y = 116± 0.5 nm
(H,V), which is a bit larger than the 48.3× 111 nm (H,V) expected Rayleigh spot size.
As illustrated in Figure 7.4 the found effective aperture size matches the calculated
one but the assumption of a uniform intensity is not upheld. This deviation is
attributed to the Gaussian shape of the source profile and angular dependence of
the Fresnel coefficients.
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Figure 7.4: The field intensity at F = 200 mm (left) and F = 400 mm (right)
after the focal plane. The found effective aperture is 717×624± 1 µm at F = 200, 400
(H,V) respectively. The cross-sections show that the illumination across this aperture
deviates from uniform illumination.

7.2.2 Incoherent source results

For this section the partially coherent source description given by Eq. (5.57) with
source parameters given in Section 7.1.1 are used. In this description N = 17 el-
ementary modes starting from location vx,1 = −1.4wp, wp ≈ 21.5 µm and spaced
by a distance ∆vx = 2.8wp/(N − 1) were sufficient. For ideal mirrors the 1-D and
2-D intensity distribution at the focal plane in given in Figure 7.5. The figure also
depicts the cross-section of all elementary modes along with the field amplitudes of
elementary modes number e7, e9 and e11.

In Figure 7.5(c-e) the shape of adjacent elementary modes gradually change as
a function of position, showing that the aplanatic region has a similar extent as the
spacing of the modes. As such increasing the number of modes showed no change
in the resulting focal spot.

As the aberrations on the fabricated mirror are very small the resulting figure
would be nearly identical to that of the ideal mirrors. As such this figure is omitted
and a 5× increased error map is plotted instead in Figure 7.6.

Comparing the elementary modes of the 5×-aberrated mirrors shown in Figure
7.6(c) with the ideal mirror case (Figure 7.5(c)) shows a significant change in the side-
lobes. This has however made little change to the focal spot along the x-direction as
these contributions are averaged out when summed. Due to this summing the tilt
aberration has shifted the maximum amplitude a longer distance in y-direction than
in x-direction. As such the amplitudes of the cross-sections in Figure 7.6(c) are no
longer the same.

Figure 7.7 illustrates the resulting CSD and MCF at the source plane along with
the CSD and MCF at the image plane when no mirror aberrations are present or
when the 5× measured error map is used. For the image plane figures, the line
pattern around the central lobe comes from the side-lobes of the elementary modes
at the focal plane shown in Figure 7.5(c). In MCF figures the width of the diagonal in
µ(x1, x2) determines the coherence width at the diagonal. For Shell model sources
this width should stay constant along the diagonal as can be seen at the source
plane. At the image plane the coherence width is roughly constant at the region of
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Figure 7.5: Using ideal mirrors with a HGSM source, a) the intensity profile, b)
its cross-section at the focal plane and c) the x-cross-section of all elementary mode
field amplitudes. The 2-D cross-section shown in the bottom half of this figure
depict elementary modes 7, 9 and 11.
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Figure 7.6: Using a 5× enlarged error-map with a HGSM source, a) the intensity
profile, b) its cross-section at the focal plane and c) the x-cross-section of all elemen-
tary mode field amplitudes. The 2-D cross-section shown in the bottom half of this
figure depict elementary modes 7, 9 and 11.

high intensity and grows in width towards the edges of the diagonal. As such the
field at the image plane is only approximately of the Shell-model form.
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Figure 7.7: The CSD (top) and MCF (bottom) at a,d) the source, at the focal plane
if using b,e) ideal mirrors (middle) or c,f) 5× error map.

7.3 OUTLOOK

For sake of argumentation suppose an FEL source with a beam width of w0 =
22.0× 548 µm and a divergence angle of θ0 = 12.4× 24.8 µrad in (x, y) direction.

The focal spot of such a source would be very large in y-direction and destroy
any imaging capabilities with it. To avoid this fate an additional mirror and aperture
are used in the configuration given by Figure 7.8.

33 m 16 m 5.4 m 107 mm 100 mm

Figure 7.8: Setup taken from [67]. The coherence of the FEL source is significantly
increased by focusing the most coherent direction (here x-axis) onto an aperture
before using two focal mirrors to create a focal spot.

The additional mirror focuses in the x-direction, causing most of the partially
coherent field to go through and only a small fraction of the strongly incoherent
field. The limited extent of the elementary modes allows this computation to be
done with a small fraction of the total amount of modes. For the considered source
β ≈ 0.2× 0.004 (H,V) so that about 17×1200 modes are needed for accurate rep-
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resentation. One would for instance need about 17× 45 elementary modes if the
aperture is placed 49 m from the source and has a square aperture opening of 50×50
µm. In this estimation any mode that does not have its center outside the aperture
area by 2 times the elementary mode’s width we was counted.

To perform this simulation with the methods described at the start of this chap-
ter would require that one can change the representation of the field directly after
the aperture. At that point the field was given in terms of amplitude with a rela-
tively strong numerical phase. As such one would ideally use the semi-analytical
Fourier transform or Geometric Fourier transform to propagate the field with min-
imal effort. Both these methods would require that the strong phase terms can be
separated out from the numerical data, which in turn requires that the wavefront
can be determined/unwrapped and the analytical/strong phase factors subtracted
from it. While possible as amplitude and phase are well sampled, this is out of
scope of this thesis. This meant that the rest of the computation would be limited by
having to include this strong phase in all computations that followed and thereby
could not be computed on the available computer hardware. As such this task is
put forth as an outlook.
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8 Discussion and Conclusions

In this thesis the mathematical concept of Signal Relevant Efficiency (SRE) and scalar
diffraction theory were presented. Spatial coherence theory and field propagation
have also been discussed in detail and used to simulate an X-ray beamline.

In Chapter 2 the concept of SRE has been reformulated into a notation that is
more easy to apply and understand. The resulting SRE description was applied
to the Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm in Chapter 3 in order to improve its
performance when designing gratings made of lossy material. By applying the
SRE to scalar diffraction theory clear theoretical insights emerged in Chapter 4 that
explained which grating profile shapes are preferential. As a direct consequence the
grating profiles that maximize any single or two diffraction order efficiencies under
any phase-amplitude constraint can now be directly obtained from this theorem.

The analytical expression for the grating profile that creates three equal diffrac-
tion orders was derived for lossy media and shown in Appendix B. This result was
used in Chapter 4 as a reference to test the extended design algorithm against. In this
is was found that the made alterations significantly improve the designs algorithm’s
performance. The design algorithm was applied to design the grating spacings for
V-shaped microstructure such that it produced three, five or eight equal diffraction
orders. As discussed in [34] the fabricated V-shape microstructures maintain good
performance over a broad wavelength and angular range.

The Gaussian Shell Model (GSM) theory was presented in Chapter 5 along with
reasoning when and why this description can be applied to the source description of
Free-electron lasers used in X-ray experiments. As part of this the elementary field
representation was derived from the Hermite Gaussian Shell Model description in
Appendix C, yielding a relation connection between their weights.

The elementary mode description of Chapter 5 was used in combination with
the field propagation methods explained in Chapter 6 to simulate an X-ray beamline
system described in Chapter 7. In this it was found that the focal spot is smaller than
expected, the cause of this is the elliptical geometry of the mirrors combined with
the very small grazing angles of the X-rays as detailed in Appendix D. The resulting
simulation results agree with aberration theory and show that the measured mirror
error-maps leave the system nicely diffraction limited. The modeling method should
be extended in the future so that the full system with aperture can be modeled
as well. It would also be useful to look into how alignment errors (position and
rotation) affect the performance of these systems so that placement accuracy can be
taken into account when building them.
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A Projection Ac maximizing SRE

In this appendix the projection operator that projects the transmittance function onto
constraint Ac for a given absorption level κ/∆n and maximizes SRE is determined.
The constraint to which the transmittance values are limited to is given by

Ac(φ) = exp[(i− κ/∆n)φ], (A.1)

where φ ∈ [0, 2π). Suppose the transmission function to be projected consists of a
distribution of angles θ ∈ [0, 2π) and some amplitude |A|. Then to maximize SRE
the projection one should minimize

topt = argmin
t∈Ac

lim
r→∞
||t− r|A|exp[iθ]||2 , (A.2)

where topt denotes the transmittance function obtained from projecting onto Ac. As
r → ∞ the amplitude of the to be projected function |A| can be ignored and only a
distribution of angles at infinity needs to be considered.

The constraint of Eq. (A.1) has its shortest projection path along its normal,
which at angle φ goes out under the angle

φ = θ − arctan(κ/∆n). (A.3)

Hence for the continuous part of the constraint, this would be the resulting phase
value when trying to project angle θ onto Ac.

As φ is discontinuous at φ = 0 and φ = 2π the edge cases should be handled sep-
arately. To this point the constraint of Eq. (A.1) is written in Cartesian coordinates
as

x(φ) = R{Ac(φ)} = exp[−(κ/∆n)φ]cosφ (A.4)
y(φ) = I{Ac(φ)} = exp[−(κ/∆n)φ]sinφ (A.5)

so that at φ = 0 the normal is given by

θ0 = arctan
[
− x(0)

y(0)

]
= arctan(κ/∆n). (A.6)

In this edge case the angles under 0 ≤ θ < θ0 should be projected to φ = 0.
For the second edge case the illustration in Figure A.1 is used, which shows a tan-

gential line that goes trough points Ac(φM) and Ac(0). The two lines that lie perpen-
dicular to this tangential line go out under angle
θM = φM + arctan(κ/∆n) and indicate that for the angles θM < θ < 2π lie closer to
Ac(0) than any other point on Ac.

Hence if φM is known, any value lim
r→∞

rexp(iθ) should be projected onto Ac as

φproj =

{
θ − arctan(κ/∆n) if 0 ≤ θ − arctan(κ/∆n) ≤ θM
0 otherwise. (A.7)
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Figure A.1: The inward spiral depicts Ac given by Eq. (A.3) for κ/∆n = 0.2. The
tangent to Ac is shown as the dashed line that also goes through the points Ac(φM)
and Ac(0). The two lines that originate out of these two points represent the normal
of the tangent.

To find φM the tangent has to be defined. It is known that the tangent runs
through (x, y) = (x(φM), y(φM)) and (x, y) = (1, 0) so that it is defined by

t
dx
dφ

∣∣∣∣
φM

+ x(φM) = x(0), (A.8)

t
dy
dφ

∣∣∣∣
φM

+ y(φM) = y(0), (A.9)

where t is a running parameter. Combining these equations for the tangent with Eq.
(A.5) yields

exp
(
− κ

∆n
φM

) (
− κ

∆n
cosφM − sinφM

)
t + exp

(
− κ

∆n
cosφM

)
= 1, (A.10)

exp
(
− κ

∆n
φM

) (
− κ

∆n
sinφM − cosφM

)
t + exp

(
− κ

∆n
sinφM

)
= 0, (A.11)

From here one finds that
t =

sinφM
− κ

∆n sinφM − cosφM
(A.12)

so that t can be eliminated and in doing so we obtain

1 +
κ

∆n
exp

( κ

∆n
φM

)
(cosφM − sinφM) = 0 (A.13)

or alternatively

√
1 + κ/∆ncos [φM + arctan(κ/∆n)] exp

( κ

∆n
φM

)
= 1. (A.14)

As this equation can not be reduced any further a numerical solver is required to
find φM when κ/∆n > 0, but as soon as φM is found the projection goes as given by
Eq. (A.7).
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B Triplicator for lossy material

A triplicator refers to a diffractive element that splits a beam into three equal in-
tensity diffraction orders. In this appendix the design of such a diffractive element
is derived analytically and proven to be the best one available while restricted to
phase-dependent absorption. The derivation is a direct extension of the derivation
for a phase-only design presented in [23]. In short the proof consists of three parts:
the first part derives an upper bound, the second part shows when the upper bound
results in an equality and the third part uses these results to derive the triplicator
profile.

B.1 UPPER BOUND

For brevity of notation we set α = κ/∆n so that the profile must be of the form

t(x) = exp[(i− α)φ(x)], (B.1)

with φ ∈ [0, 2π). From here the phase is separated in an even and odd part
φ = φe + φ o, with φo ∈ [−π, π), and the notation is shortened by leaving out
the x−dependence. With this separation t can be written as

t(x) = e(i−α)φe [cosh(αφo)− sinh(αφ o)](cosφo + isinφo). (B.2)

When the grating period is normalized to unity (as can be done without loss of
generality), the complex amplitude of the n’th diffraction order is given by

Tn =
∫ 1/2

−1/2
t(x)exp(−i2πnx)dx. (B.3)

The goal is to find the profile t(x) that maximizes the amplitudes of T0 and T±1
while keeping them equal. Computing these three amplitudes by using Eq. (B.2)
and crossing out all the integrals over odd functions gives

T0 =
∫

x∈R
dx +

∫

x 6∈R
e(i−α)φe [cosh(αφ o)cosφo − isinh(αφo)sinφo]dx (B.4)

and

T1 =
∫

x∈R
e−i2πxdx

+
∫

x 6∈R
e(i−α)φe sin(2πx)[icosh(αφ o)sinφo − sinh(αφo)cosφo]dx

+
∫

x 6∈R
e(i−α)φe cos(2πx)[cosh(αφ o)cosφo − isinh(αφo)sinφo]dx. (B.5)

In these expressions the integration domain R denotes the region where φe(x) +
φo(x) = 0.
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From here on two ambiguities are used to make the solution unique. The first is
fixing the phase ambiguity by demanding that T1 = −T−1 so that Eq. (B.5) becomes

T1 =
∫

x∈R
isin(2πx)dx

+
∫

x 6∈R
e(i−α)φe sin(2πx)[icosh(αφ o)sinφo − sinh(αφo)cosφo]dx. (B.6)

The second ambiguity is that a periodic grating shifted by an arbitrary value remains
the same grating. This ambiguity is fixed by demanding that the function is centered
and minimal at x = 0. To impose this demand the function in Eq. (B.7) and (B.8)
is shifted in phase by −π/2 and the integration domain is set to x ∈ [−1/2, 1/2),
which yields

T0 = 2R +
∫ 1/2

R
e(i−α)φe [cosh(αφo)cosφ o − isinh(αφo)sinφo]dx (B.7)

and

T1 =sin(2πR)/π

+ 2
∫ 1/2

R
e(i−α)φecos(2πx)[icosh(αφ o)sinφo − sinh(αφo)cosφo]dx. (B.8)

By taking the absolute value of the functions inside the integral shows that the
amplitudes of the diffraction orders are bound by

|T0| ≤ 2R +
∫ 1/2

R
e−αφe [cosh(αφo)|cosφ o|+ |sinh(αφo)sinφo|]dx (B.9)

and

|T1| ≤sin(2πR)/π

+ 2
∫ 1/2

R
e−αφecos(2πx)[cosh(αφ o)|sinφo|+ |sinh(αφo)cosφo|]dx, (B.10)

respectively.

B.2 CONDITIONS FOR EQUALITY UPPER BOUND

The next step is to find the conditions for which the ≤ in Eqs. (B.9) and (B.10)
becomes an equality. For this purpose the following notation is introduced:

I1 = IP + IQ, (B.11)
|I2| = I|P| + I|Q|, (B.12)

IP =
∫ 1/2

0
|P|exp(iφp)dx, (B.13)

I|P| =
∫ 1/2

0
|P|dx, (B.14)

where φP is the phase of P(x). As
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|I1|2 = |IP|2 + |IQ|2 + 2|IP||IQ|, (B.15)

|I2|2 = I2
|P| + I2

|Q| + 2I|P| I|P|, (B.16)

can only be a solution of |I1|2 = |I2|2 if and only if

|IP|2 = I2
|P| and |IQ|2 = I2

|Q|. (B.17)

To find when such an equality is satisfied the functions |IP|2 and I2
|P| are ex-

pressed as a Riemann sum with integration step δ so that,

|IP|2 = δ2
N

∑
k=1
|Pk|2 + δ2

N

∑
k=1

∑
h 6=k
|Pk||Ph| exp

[
i
(

φp,k − φp,h

)]

= δ2
N

∑
k=1
|Pk|2 + 2δ2

N

∑
k=1

∑
h>k
|Pk||Ph| cos

(
φp,k − φp,h

)
(B.18)

and

I2
|P| = δ2

N

∑
k=1
|Pk|2 + 2δ2

N

∑
k=1

∑
h>k
|Pk||Ph|. (B.19)

By taking the limit δ→ 0 the statement |I1|2 = |I2|2 can only be true if

cos(φp,k − φp,h) = 1 ∀(h, k), (B.20)

cos(φq,k − φq,h) = 1 ∀(h, k). (B.21)

Hence the functions P(x) and Q(x) must be constants. Looking at Eq. (B.9), the
function’s P and Q are

P = e(i−α)φe cosh (αφo) cos φo (B.22)

Q = −ie(i−α)φe sinh (αφo) sin φo, (B.23)

so that their phase functions are given by

φp = φe + arg (cos φo) = φe + φcos, (B.24)

φq = φe + arg [sinh (αφo) sin φo] + 3π/2

= φe + φsinhsin + 3π/2. (B.25)

As shown these phase functions must be constant for the equality to hold, i.e.

φe + φcos = Φc1, (B.26)
φe + φsinhsin + 3π/2 = Φc2. (B.27)

with Φc1 and Φc2 being constants.
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Likewise, doing the same for Eq. (B.10) results in the functions

P = e(i−α)φe cosh (αφo) sin φo cos(2πx), (B.28)

Q = e(i−α)φe sinh (αφo) cos φo cos(2πx), (B.29)

with phase functions

φp = φe + arg (sin φo) = φe + φsin, (B.30)

φq = φe + arg[sinh (αφo) cos φo + π/2

= φe + φsinhcos + π/2. (B.31)

These should also be constant for the inequality to turn into an equality, i.e.

φe + φsin = Φc3, (B.32)
φe + φsinhcos + π/2 = Φc4, (B.33)

with Φc3 and Φc4 being constants.
In summary, the equality sign in (B.10) requires that, in the integration domain

x ∈ [0, 0.5], angles φcos = φsin = φsinhsin = φsinhcos are equal, i.e., they are all either
positive or negative valued; then also φe will be constant. This is the same as saying
that φcos = φsin, or alternatively max(φ e + φo) −min(φe + φo) ≤ π. When this
condition is violated (B.10) will result in a strict inequality and this proof will not
yield the ideal profile.

B.3 TRIPLICATOR PROFILE

The conditions required to find the optimum triplicator are known and can now be
inserted into Eqs. (B.9) and (B.10) giving

T0 = 2R + 2
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφe) exp (iφcos)

× [cosh (αφo) cos φo + sinh (αφo) sin φ o]dx (B.34)

and

T1 = sin(2πR)/π + 2
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφ e) exp (iφcos) cos(2πx)

× [cosh (αφo) sin φo + sinh (αφ o) cos φo]dx, (B.35)

in which it was used that arg (cos φo) = arg (sin φ o) = φcos and φe = Φc.
The optimum triplicator is found by maximizing the function F(φo) = |T0| +

α|T1| in which a is a yet to be determined constant. At the functions maximum the
following relation should hold:

δF = lim
ε→0

[F(φo + ε)− F(φo)] = 0. (B.36)
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Inserting (B.9) and (B.10) into F(φo) yields

F(φo) = 2R + a sin(2πR)/π + 2
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφ e) exp (iφcos)

× [cosh (αφ0) cos φo + sinh (αφ o) sin φo]dx

− 2a
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφe) exp (iφcos) cos(2πx)

× [cosh (αφo) sin φo + sinh (αφ o) cos φo]dx. (B.37)

The term F(φo + ε) is approximated by a first order Taylor series as

F(φo + ε) ≈ 2R + a sin(2πR)/π + 2
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφ e)

× {[cosh (αφ o) + εα sinh (αφo)] (cos φo − ε sin φo)

+ [sinh (αφo) + εα cosh (αφ o) (sin φo + ε cos φo)}dx

− 2a
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφe) cos(2πx)

× {[cosh (αφo) + εα sinh (αφ o)] (sin φo + ε cos φo)

+ [sinh (αφo) + εα cosh (αφ o)] (cos φo − ε sin φo)}dx. (B.38)

Combining these expressions to compute δF gives

δF = 2ε
∫ 1/2

R
exp (−αφe)

× {− cosh (αφo) sin φo + α sinh (αφo) cos φo

+ sinh (αφo) cos φo + α cosh (αφ o) sin φo

− a cos(2πx) [cosh (αφo) cos φ o + α sinh (αφo) sin φo

− sinh (αφo) sin φo + α cosh (αφ o) cos φo]}dx = 0. (B.39)

Dropping the integral gives us the analytical equation from which the optimum
triplicator profile will be determined:

(1− α) [cosh (αφo)− a cos(2πx) sinh (αφo)] sin φo

= (1 + α) [sinh (αφo)− a cos(2πx) cosh (αφ o)] cos φo. (B.40)

The phase constant φe needs to be fixed so that φe + φo ∈ [0, 2π) and efficiency
maximized. The only logical choice is φe = −min[φo(x)], x ∈ [R, 1/2) as any other
choice will cause absorption to eat up efficiency. With this choice the proof is valid
if 0 ≤ φ(x) ≤ π and the phase function is given by

φ(x) =
{

0 if |x| < R
φo + φe if R ≤ |x| < 1/2, (B.41)

There are two other constants that have to be fixed, the first is the region where R
phase is zero and the other is the value α such that the amplitudes of the diffraction
orders are equal, i.e. |T0| = |T1|. This is done by solving Eq. (B.40) and searching
for the values a and R that would result in an optimum efficiency triplicator profile.
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In the special case that no absorption takes place, i.e α = 0, (B.40) reduces to

sin φo = −a cos(2πx) cos φo, (B.42)

or
φo = − arctan [a cos(2πx)] , (B.43)

so that one ends up with the same profile as derived in [23] be it spatially shifted to
be minimal at x = 0.
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C Gaussian Shell Model Kernel

In this section the goal is to show that the Gaussian Shell Model (GSM) represented
by a Hermite Gaussian basis can also be written as a sum of shifted elementary
Gaussian modes without loss of generality. Only the field along the x-coordinate at
constant plane z is considered for simplicity.

For any CSD is non-negative definite can be represented as an coherent mode
representation [2]

W(x1, x2) =
∞

∑
m=0

amψ∗m(x1)ψm(x2), (C.1)

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are determined by solving the Fredholm
integral equation

∞∫

−∞

W(x1, x2)ψm(x1)dx1 = amψm(x2). (C.2)

The eigenfunctions ψm themselves are orthonormal as

∞∫

−∞

ψ∗m(x)ψn(x)dx = δmn (C.3)

with δmn the Kronecker delta function.
For a Gaussian Shell model source both the spectral density and spatial degree

of coherence are Gaussian functions

S(x) = S0 exp

(
−2x2

w2
0

)
, (C.4)

µ(∆x) = exp

[
− (x2 − x1)

2

2σ2
0

]
, (C.5)

W(x1, x2) =
√

S(x1)S(x2)µ(∆x). (C.6)

Solving the Fredholm integral equation for such a source gives an analytical
expression for the eigenvalues and eigenfunction [46]. The eigenfunctions are the
orthonormal Hermite Gaussian functions given by

ψm(x) =
(

2
π

)1/4 1√
2mm!wc

Hm

(√
2x

w c

)
exp

(
− x2

w2
c

)
, (C.7)

with constant wc =
√

βw0, w0 the beam width and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 a measure for
coherence. If β = 1 the field is fully coherent and only one mode (Gaussian) mode is
needed to represent it a completely incoherent field, β = 0, requires infinite Hermite
Gaussian modes to be represented. The weight of each of these modes are given by
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the eigenvalue am

am = S0

√
2πw0

1 + 1/β

(
1− β

1 + β

)m
. (C.8)

Since the CSD is non-negative definite, then it can also be written in the form
[69, 70]

W(x1, x2) =

∞∫

−∞

p(vx)H∗(x1, vx)H(x2, vx)dvx (C.9)

where p(vx) is a non-negative weight function and H(x, vx) an arbitrary kernel.
More specifically the kernel can be represented by a set of eigenfunctions [71]

W(x1, x2) =

∞∫

−∞

L∗(x1, vx)L(x2, vx)dvx, (C.10)

L(x, vx) =
√

p(vx)H(x, vx) =
∞

∑
m=0

√
amψ∗m(x)Φm(vx). (C.11)

with Φm an arbitrary chosen set of orthonormal basis functions that form a complete
set and ψ the same eigenfunctions as before. The arbitrary choice of Ψm allows one
to make the choice Φm(vx) =

√
|α|ψm(αvx) with ψm(x) being the Hermite Gaussian

eigenfunctions (Eq. (C.7)) for Gaussian Shell model sources. The value for the real
constant α can be chosen freely as it merely scales the Hermite Gaussian functions
that remain orthonormal regardless the choice for α. It is from Eq. (C.11) that the
Gaussian elementary mode representation will be derived. For this purpose the
value of α will be kept as a free parameter to simplify the notation of the equations
later on.

Inserting the eigenfunctions Eq. (C.7) and eigenvalues Eq. (C.8) into the kernel
(Eq. (C.11)) with the choice Φm(vx) =

√
|α|ψm(αvx) yields

L(x, vx) =

(
2S0w0

1 + 1/β

)1/2 ( 2
π

)1/4 √|α|
w c

exp
(
− x2 + α2v2

x
w2

c

)
F(x, vx) (C.12)

F(x, vx) =
∞

∑
m=0

1
2mm!

(
1− β

1 + β

)m/2
Hm

(√
2x

w c

)
Hm

(√
2αvx

wc

)
. (C.13)

To compute the summation over all Hermite Gaussian modes the function F(x, vx)
is rewritten in the compact form

F(x, vx) =
∞

∑
m=0

Hm(x)Hm(y)
tm

2mm!
, (C.14)

where x =
√

2x/ωc, y =
√

2vx/wc and

t =
(

1− β

1 + β

)1/2
. (C.15)

Next the Hermite Gaussian mode Hm is rewritten in its integral form [72]

Hm(x) =
1√
π

∞∫

−∞

(−2ix′)m exp
[
−(x′2 − ix)2

]
dx′, (C.16)
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so that upon inserting Eq. C.16 into Eq. C.14 the integral form can be used to
compute the summation over all Hermite Gaussian modes

F(x, xv) =
∞

∑
m=0

Hm(x)Hm(y)
tm

2mm!

=
∞

∑
m=0

tm

2mm!
1
π

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

(−2ix′)m exp
[
−(x′2 − ix)2

]
(−2iy′)m exp

[
−(y′2 − iy)2

]
dx′dy′

=
1
π

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−(x′2 − ix)2 − (y′2 − iy)2

] ∞

∑
m=0

(−2ix′y′t)m

m!
dx′dy′

=
1
π

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−(x′2 − ix)2 − (y′2 − iy)2

]
exp

[
−2tx′y′

]
dx′dy′ (C.17)

=
1
π

∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−(x′2 − ix)2 − 2itx′y + tx′2

] ∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−(y′ − iy + tx′)2

]
dx′dy′

=
1
π

∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−(1− t2)x′2 + x2 + 2ix′(x− ty)

]
dx′
√

π

=
1√
π

exp
[

x2
] ∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−P2 + 2iP

x− ty√
1− t2

]
dP√

1− t2

where P =
√

1− t2x′. This equation can be further simplified by noting that the
exponential has an alternative expression is of the integral form [72]

exp
(
−x2

)
=

1√
π

∞∫

−∞

exp
[
−x′2 + 2ixx′

]
dx′. (C.18)

Note that this is a different representation than H0(x) from Eq. (C.16). Using Eq.
(C.18) to simplify Eq. (C.17) gives

F(x, xv) =
∞

∑
m=0

Hm(x)Hm(y)
tm

2mm!
,

=
1√

1− t2
exp

[
x2 − (x− ty)2

1− t2

]
, (C.19)

=
1√

1− t2
exp

[
2txy− t2(x2 + y2)

1− t2

]
.

Substituting x =
√

2x/ωc, y =
√

2αvx/wc back into Eq. C.19 and combining this
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with Eq. C.13 gives the kernel in its new form as

L(x, vx) =

(
2S0w0

1 + 1/β

)1/2 ( 2
π

)1/4 √|α|
w c

exp
(
− x2 + α2v2

x
w2

c

)

1√
1− t2

exp
[

2
2txαvx − t2(x2 + α2v2

x)

w2
c(1− t2)

]
(C.20)

=

(
2S0w0

1 + 1/β

)1/2 ( 2
π

)1/4 √
|α|√

1− t2w c
G(x, vx).

The only thing to be done is to rewrite this equation and put it in the right form. By
taking all the exponential together into the function G(x, vx) one can reorder it as

G(x, vx) = exp
(
− x2 + α2v2

x
w2

c
+ 2

2txαvx − t2(x2 + α2v2
x)

w2
c(1− t2)

)

= exp
(
− (1− t2)(x2 + α2v2

x)− 4txαvx + 2t2x2 + 2t2α2v2
x

(1− t2)w2
c

)
(C.21)

= exp
(
− (1 + t2)(x2 + α2v2

x)− 4txαvx

(1− t2)w2
c

)

= exp


− (1 + t2)

(1− t2)

(
x + 2tαvx

1+t2

)2
+
(

1− 4t2

(1+t2)2

)
α2v2

x

w2
c


 .

By making use of Eq. C.15 we find that

1 + t2

1− t2 =
1
β

, (C.22)

2t
1 + t2 =

√
1− β2, (C.23)

so that Eq. C.21 can be further reduced to

G(x, vx) = exp


−

(
x +

√
1− β2αvx

)2

βw2
c


 exp

(
− βα2v2

x
w2

c

)
. (C.24)

Inserting this back into Eq. (C.20) gives the kernel in the form

L(x, vx) =

(
2S0w0

1 + 1/β

)1/2 ( 2
π

)1/4
√
|α| exp

(
− βα2v2

x
w2

c

)

wc
√

1− t2
exp


−

(
x +

√
1− β2αvx

)2

βw2
c




(C.25)

As noted before the constant α is a free parameter while wc =
√

βw0. By choosing
α = −1/

√
1− β2 the kernel is represented by a superposition of shifted Gaussian
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elementary modes

L(x, vx) =

(
2S0w0√

1− β2(1 + 1/β)

)1/2 (
2
π

)1/4 exp
(
− βv2

x
(1−β2)w2

c

)

wc
√

1− t2
exp

(
− (x− vx)

2

βw2
c

)
,

=

(
2S0βw0√

1− β2(1 + β)
· 1 + β

2β2w2
0

)1/2 (
2
π

)1/4
exp

(
− v2

x
w2

p

)
exp

(
− (x− vx)

2

w2
e

)
,

(C.26)

=

√
S0

(1− β2)1/4 exp

(
− v2

x
w2

p

)(
2
π

)1/4 1√
we

exp

(
− (x− vx)

2

w2
e

)
.

(C.27)

In here the constants wp and we

wp =
√

1− β2w0, (C.28)

we = βw0, (C.29)

represent the width of the weight function and elementary mode respectively.
Introducing the normalized elementary Gaussian mode e(x− vx) brings the ker-

nel to its final form
L(x, xv) =

√
p(vx)e(x− vx), (C.30)

with

e(x) =
(

2
π

)1/4 1√
we

exp
(
− x2

w2
e

)
, (C.31)

and

p(vx) = p0 exp

(
−2v2

x
w2

p

)
, (C.32)

p0 =
S0√

1− β2
. (C.33)

It is this kernel that is used to describe the GSM sources by means of shifted Gaus-
sian elementary modes.

If the found expression is inserted into the CSD then an expression for the co-
herence width can be found. Inserting Eq. (C.30) into Eq. (C.9) yields

W(x1, x2) =
p0

we

(
2
π

)1/2 ∞∫

−∞

exp

(
−2v2

x
w2

p

)
exp

(
− (x1 − vx)

2

w2
e

)
exp

(
− (x2 − vx)

2

w2
e

)
dvx

=
S0√

1− β2we

√
1/w2

p + 1/w2
e

exp

(
−

w2
p(x1 − x2)

2 + 2we(x2
1 + x2

2)

2w2
e(w2

e + w2
p)

)

(C.34)

= S0 exp

(
− x2

1 + x2
2

w2
0

)
exp

(
− (x1 − x2)

2

2σ2
0

)
,
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which is exactly Eq. (C.6), the Gaussian Shell Model source that one started with.
From here it can also be seen that the coherence width is given by σ0 = we

wp
w0 =

β√
1−β2

w 0 or put differently β = 1/
√

1 + (w0/σ 0)2.
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D Focal Spot Size with Gracing Mirrors

For standard optical systems the Rayleigh limit describes the size of the focal spot
for a lens with a rectangular aperture of size D× D and focal length F as

δx =
λF
D

. (D.1)

When grazing incidence mirrors (also named Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors) are consid-
ered D describes the effective aperture. As will be shown the effective aperture is
slightly larger than the standard estimation [73, 74] D ≈ θL where θ is the grazing
angle and L the length of the KB mirror.

Figure D.1 shows the (exaggerated) geometry used to compute the effective aper-
ture size. In this geometry the origin lies at the center of the KB mirror so that the
focus is located at (X, Y) with X = F cos θ and Y = F sin θ. The plane in which the
effective window size is measured goes through lies a distance F after the focus and
perpendicularly to the local optical axis. The marginal ray shown in orange defines
the effective aperture size at this plane.

To compute D some additional notation that is shown in Figure D.2 is intro-
duced. The coordinates (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) denote the end points of the aperture
and will be calculated to determine D. There are two similar sets of triangles visible
in the figure, one set consisting of solid lines and another set consisting of dashed
lines. The triangles share the same slope indicated by the orange line which consists
of two sections with lengths R1 and R′1. By use of similar triangles knowledge of
length P1 yields the size of R′1 as

R′1 = R1
F
P1

. (D.2)

L/2 L/2

θ

F

F

D

(X ,Y )

Figure D.1: Sketch of the KB mirror used to compute effective aperture size D.
adapted from Paper IV.
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L /2 X

R1

R ′1

(X , Y )
P1

F X 1

Y 1

Figure D.2: Same sketch of the setup but with additional visual aid to compute P1
adapted from Paper IV.

By use of the smaller triangle and larger dashed triangle the location of (X1, Y1) is
given by:

X1 = (X + L/2) (1 + F/P1)− L/2, (D.3)
Y1 = (Y− ∆h1) (1 + F/P1) + ∆h1, (D.4)

where 1 + F/P1 is the ratio by which the larger triangle is larger then the smaller
triangle with height Y− ∆h inside of it.

From Figure D.3 it follows that P1 is given by

P1 = Q1 + F, (D.5)

where

Q1 =
√

∆h2
1 + L2/4 cos α1 (D.6)

α1 = θ + arctan (2∆h1/L) , (D.7)

so that all information is known to compute (X1, Y1).
Using the notation of Figure D.4 and similar reasoning one can compute (X2, Y2).

From this figure it follows that

X2 = (X− L/2) (1 + F/P2) + L/2, (D.8)
Y2 = (Y− ∆h2) (1 + F/P2) + ∆h2, (D.9)

with

P2 = F−Q2, (D.10)

Q2 =
√

∆h2
2 + L2/4 cos α2, (D.11)

α2 = θ − arctan (2∆h2/L) , (D.12)

so that the effective window size is given by

D =
√
(X2 − X1)2 + (Y2 −Y1)2. (D.13)
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L /2

α1

X (x + L /2) 1+ F
P 1

R 1
(X , Y )

Y − ∆ h1

R 1 F
P 1

P1

F

Q1

F X 1

Y 1

∆ h1

(Y − ∆ h1) 1 + F
P( )

( )

Figure D.3: Visual aid used to compute (X1, Y1) adapted from Paper IV.

L /2 L /2

α2

Q2

P2

Y2

(X , Y )

F

F

R 2

R 2 F
P 2

Y − ∆ h2

(x − L /2) 1+ F
P 2

X 2
∆ h2

(Y − ∆ h2) 1+ F
P 2

X − L / 2

( )

( )

Figure D.4: The KB mirror with the visual aid used for computing (X2, Y2) adapted
from Paper IV.
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The first part of this work describes a general 
upper bound theorem. This theorem is used to 
investigate and improve the Iterative Fourier 
Transform design method for the design of 

diffractive elements made with absorbing media.

The second part of the work covers spatial 
coherence theory for x-ray sources and some 
field propagation methods. These are used for 
determining the focal spot of an Free Electron 

Laser grazing mirror beamline setup.
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